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PREFACE

This publication was prepared primarily for pre-registrants
of an experimental session of the American Educational Research
Association to be held during the Association's annual meetings
in New Orleans, Louisiana, in February 1973. The session, listed
under the same title as this publication, was organized by Dr.
John S. Packard, University of Oregon; Professor Louis M. Smith
of the Graduate Institute of Education, Washington University,
is scheduled as the discussant of the papers. The papers have
been bound in the present form, however, so that they may be
available to a larger audience of readers then session partici-
pants.

The publication constitutes one of several reports of a pro-
gram of research initiated in 1970 by Program 20 of the Center
for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration at the Uni-
versity of Oregon. The papers focus on two sequentially-related
projects concerning the implementation phase of educational inno-
vation. The first project was a set of observational case studies
of schools in their first year of effort to implement Differen-
tiated Staffing plans. The principal investigators for this pro-
ject were Roland J. Pellegrin and W. W. Charters Jr., with the
collaboration of Robert B. Everhart, John E. Jones, Larry J.
Reynolds, Keith F. Smith, and C. Thompson Wacaster. The second
project, for which Richard O. Carlson served as principal inves-
tigator, consisted of briefer but more pointed case studies of
elementary schools that reputedly had succeeded in implementing
the Multiunit School model developed by the University of Wiscon-
sin's Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning.
Collaborating with Professor Carlson in this work were Harry F.
Wolcott, John S. Packard, and Robert B. Everhart. Professor
Charters was director of CASEA's Program 20.

CASEA is a national research and development center which is
supported in part by funds from the National Institute of Educa-
tion and, at the time the research reported herein was underway,
the United States Office of Education, Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare. The opinions expressed in this publication
do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the National
Institute of Education or the Office of Education and no official
endorsement by either agency should be inferred.
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INTRODUCTION

W. W. Charters, Jr.

Three years ago Program 20 of the Center for the Advanced

Study of Educational Administration (CASEA) launched a program

of research on patterns of staff deployment in the public school,

with particular reference to organization of the instructional

staff. Issues of effective staff utilization in education have

attracted considerable national interest, and recently various

plans for reorganizing instructional programs to make better use

of talent have been promoted vigorously by foundations, federal

agencies, R & D Centers, and educational planners and critics.

The innovations go under such trade names as the Multiunit School,

iv
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Differentiated Staffing, Team Teaching, the Open Space Plan, and

so on.

The papers in this compendium summarize some of the findings

that so far have emerged from two projects in CASEA's research

program, both focusing on problems associated with efforts to im-

plement staff reorganization plans at the "grass-roots" level of

school and scaool district. The voluminous data generated by the

studies are still being analyzed by the research staff, especially

those from the second project (the field work for which was com-

pleted only last June). Most of the papers are based on more

fully documented reports that are, or will be, available else-

where; we will give relevant citations later.

This introduction describes the background of the research

program in which the projects were set and the general issues to

which they were addressed. Also, it describes the methodological

approach that characterized the studies, comments briefly on the

sites involved, and locates the five papers in the compendium with

respect to the two projects.

Background of the Research Program

The underlying purpose of CASEA's Program 20, as specified

at the time of the Program's inception in 1969, is to generate

and assemble dependable knowledge of practical utility in the op-

eration and management of schools and school districts. This

pragmatic orientation (albeit, conceived more as a long-run goal

than an immediate objective) is a natural outgrowth of the pro-
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gram's engagement in the R & D sector of education and its loca-

tion, in particular, in an R & D Center uniquely concerned with

issues of school organization and administration. The pragmatic

orientation in no way has led the Program staff to eschew theo-

retical formulations or theoretical issues; indeed, the staff has

been governed by the dictum, sometimes attributed to Kurt Lewin,

that "there is nothing more practical than a good theory." Never-

theless, concern for the practical has a distinct bearing on the

choice of problems for investigation and the nature of the ques-

tions for which answers are sought.

Thus, in the present studies of Program 20, the researchers

directed their energies to the task of identifying the prominent

factors that served to hinder or facilitate the implementation of

innovations in schools--factors of which policy makers in schools

should be aware before embarking on major change projects. They

were alert to managerial strategies which could be used to mini-

mize, if not circumvent, the manifold problems of organizational

change. The researchers were guided by a variety of theoretical

conceptions, such as a process view of change, holding that early

events shape and constrain the course of succeeding events; a

systemic view of organizations, meaning that alterations in

functions of one component have discernible (and often surprising)

effects on other components; a behavioral view of educational pro-

grams, arguing that structural changes in schools are insufficient

for defining innovation if they are not accompanied by appropriate

role behavior and interpersonal relationships; and a number of
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more substantive conceptualizations as well. The theoretical con-

ceptions were seen simultaneously as the means for reaching prag-

matic ends and as the grounds for giving the studies general sig-

[

nificance.

Why staff reorganization as the innovation for concentrated

study? For one thing, as the Program 20 investigators saw it,

the vigorous promotion of new staff utilization plans at the na-

tional level has occurred largely in the absence of systematic

research. Little definitive information is available either with

regard to their intended and unintended consequences or with re-

gard to the strategies of implementation. As promising as the

plans might appear on paper, it seemed to the Program 20 staff

that a prime responsibility of educational R & D is to study them

objectively.

In addition, CASEA researchers already had a "leg up" on the

study of instructional organization. In an investigation just

drawing to a close in 1970, Pellegrin and others at CASEA had com-

pared elementary schools operating in accordance with the Multi-

unit School model of staff organization, developed by the Wisconsin

R & D Center, with traditional schools on a varietyof organiza-

tional and social-psychological attributes. Results of this study

gave strong empirical basis to the belief that staff reorganiza-

tion, once achieved in schools, does indeed hold important impli-

cations for administration and administrative processes (Pellegrin,

1969a, 1969b). At the same time, another of CASEA's programs,

Program 30 on Strategies of Organization Change, had initiated a
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project to test the applicability of organizational development

training in a number of elementary schools wishing to move to dif-

ferentiated staffing. Thus, the opportunity was at hand to capi-

talize on the background of methodological and conceptual develop-

ments in CASEA and to form a "critical mass" of R & D work on the

issue of staff reorganization.

The Program 20 staff was attracted to staff reorganization

plans for theoretical reasons, as well. Common to this class of

innovation is the idea of converting the technical system of the

school, to use Parsons' (1960) term, from one in which the school's

central tasks are performed by largely independent, isolated teach-

ers to a system in which the tasks are carried out by small,

closely interdependent work groups. Organization theory, small

group theory, and general sociological theory all suggest that

should such a conversion become a widely-accepted reality, it

would profoundly alter the character of the teaching occupation

and of the American public school. One of the characteristics

that marks the American educational institution, its "structural

looseness" (Bidwell, 1965), would no longer prevail. Many of the

theoretical implications of team teaching, the label that best

captures the key idea, were developed in a remarkable book by

Shaplin and Olds (1965), and in an especially noteworthy chapter

by Lortie (1965) within it, but few of their analyses have been

exploited in systematic study.

Why concentrate on the implementation phase of innovation?

At the time Program 20 launched its studies, detailed through-
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time investigations of school staffs in the throes of planned

change were scarce. Miles (1964) had assembled some in his book

on the Adoptior of Educational Innovations, and an early version

of Smith and Keith's (1971) Kensington study had become available;

the major study by Gross and his colleagues was still unpublished

(Gross, Giacquinta, and Bernstein, 1971). The bulk of the earlier

research on educational innovations was not especially informative

regarding the implementation process. These studies typically

consisted of correlations of school adoption rates with gross at-

tributes of districts, communities, administrators, and teachers-

attributes which from the standpoint of an administrator in a par-

ticular school system cannot readily be manipulated or controlled

and thus do not inform strategy alternatives.

The CASEA staff believed that many potentially profitable in-

novations were foundering during their trials in schools not be-

cause of the lack of intrinsic merit but because of installation

difficulties. In Miles' (1964) phrase, the issue was often one

of adoptive failure rather than substantive failure. In the de-

gree this is true, it is impossible even to put the intrinsic

worth of an innovation to test in a field setting. Generally

speaking, educators seriously underestimate the enormity of the

task of effecting fundamental change in schools, and funding agen-

cies seem to reinforce, indeed, compound the error by imposing

time deadlines, evaluation schedules, and budget restrictions which

imply that complex organizations can be transformed virtually over-

night. Together the educational planners sometimes act as though
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all that were required to implement major innovations are serious

intentions and a few summer workshops. Such views cle'arly need

modification.

These are the reasons, then, that prompted the CASEA staff to

investigate innovations concerning reorgani:catton of the school's

instructional staff and to concentrate attention particularly on

the implementation phase of the innovative process.

The DS Case Studies

This first and more ambitious of the two CASEA projects con-

sisted of intensive case studies of four schools in the initial

year of implementing Differentiated Staffing (DS). Three of the

schools were in the same system, the Overland District, which en-

compassed a small but rapidly growing satellite city near a large

metropolitan center. Overland's enrollment was about 18,000 stu-

dents. The district had received federal funds for encouraging

the development of Differentiated Staffing, and of the numerous

schools in the district, three were implicated in the DS project--

Columbia High School, Harmony Intermediate, and Efstutt Elemen-

tary The fourth school chosen for study, Stormy Heights Elemen-

tary, was in a different district. Also located in a sciall city

and in its first year of implementation, Stormy Heights was funded

under a federal program directed primarily toward changes in the

arts curriculum but in Stormy Heights' case with DS as a key part

of the innovative goal. 1 All of the schools served essentially

1The Stormy Heights story was summarized in a paper presented at
the 1972 AERA meetings by Larry J. Reynolds and is told in de-
tail in his dissertation (Reynolds, 1972, 1973).
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middle-class neighborhoods.

One member of the research staff was responsible for study-

ing each school, using the open-ended tect.-4ques commonly asso-

ciated with anthropological field stu After making himself

and his research mission known to the school staff, the observer

attended faculty meetings and special events, listened to conver-

sations in the hallways and teachers' lounges, collected docu-

ments, watched classes in session, and talked informally to tea-

chers, administrators, custodians, or other perceptive informants.

Observations were especially intensive during the first four

months afte; implementation began, entailing at least three full

days (and evenings) a week in the building, and then declined in

frequency around mid-year. The researche 's focus was on the

adult world of the school; students and the teachinglearning pro-

cess figured in the observations only as they were reflected in

the concerns of the staff.

In addition, three members of the research team, led by

Roland Pellegrin, collected information at the school- district

level in Overland about the inception of the DS project, its e-rly

activities and organization, and .:s general management. This in-

vestigation, involving documentary analysis and extensive inter-

viewing both within and without the district, came to be a small

case study in its own right.

The DS case studies were strictly formulative in desAgn.

Their intent was to identify issues and generate hypotheses re-

garding the implementation process that would be worthy of more
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t..! select case-study sites for particular comparative purposes,

nor were observers asked to assemble strictly comparable empirical

data.
2

Indeed, the greater task in site selection was to reduce,

not magnify, variability across cases. The principal criteria ap-

plied in school selection were (1) the presence of a relatively

clear model of DS and a firm commitment to implement it, (2) Sep-

tember 1970 as the target date for beginning implementation, (3)

school size not so large as to prohibit observational study by

one investigator, (4) coverage of three levels of public schools,

and (5) an assortment of consideratIons relating to location, ease

of entry, and the like. The first criterion regarding clarity of

the DS model, while serving to eliminate schools with vague in-

tentions "to do something along the DS line next year," neverthe-

less turned out to be problematic, as detailed elsewhere in the

compendium.

The data-net was cast wide in this project. Its formulative

purpose placed a premium on the ability of the observers to sense

and conceptualize the essential features of implementation in

2Another project in Program 20, however, was conducted simultane-
ously with the DS case studies whose purpose it was to develop
empirical measures of the school's technical system--measures
that would be sensitive to changes in organization of the in-
structional staff--and three of the four case-study schools were
used as field-test sites for the instruments. This project was
directed by Charters w....th the collaboration of Roland J. Pelle-
grin and William Horstman. For a technical report of the mea-
sures and data from Efstutt Elementary School, see Charters
(forthcoming) .
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(that compelled their attention) without respect for consistency

with the other cases. Diversity in perspectives, however, was

tempered by an important aspect of the project, the continuing

weekly seminar of the entire Program 20 staff. Beginning well be-

fore the field work started, this working seminar explored and

developed sensitizing concepts that could be carried into the

schools; it continued throughout the period of active field work

and served as a medium of exchange among the observers and between

them and others (staff members) not directly implicated in the

schools.

Several more-or-less separate projects were spawned by the

DS case studies. We have already alluded to Pellegrin's compan-

ion study of the Overland DS project from the "central office"

perspective. Another that is germaine to the present compendium

of papers was the study carried out by Everhart of.the paraprofes-

sional's career. The use of subprofessional aides in the class-

room is a central component of DS--some would say the defining

component--and Everhart mounted an investigation, using systema-

tic interviews and observational data, that cut across all four

case-study schools. A third investigation, a micro-study of a

single teaching team at an altogether different site, currently

is being completed by Keith Sm'th (forthcoming).

Thr! Multiunit Case Studies

The principal project growing out of the DS studies, however,
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was carried out in 1972 of implementation problems in elementary

schools that had converted to the Wisconsin R 6 D Center's Multi-

unit (MU) organizational model. It too consisted of four case

studies, but in this instance the selection of sites was more sys-

tematic and the field work briefer and more pointed than in the

previous project. To explain how the new project arose, we must

report on how the DS studies ended.

After watching eight months of strenuous effort by faculties

to install DS programs, it becaie clear to the Program 20 inves-

tigators that progress in the four case-study schools had been

far from spectacular. Structural changes had been instituted

readily enough, such as employing personnel for new positions,

designating teaching teams, appointing team leaders, adjusting

pay scales, and so on, but the task of translating formal arrange-

ments into appropriate behaviors proved to be a formidable one

for the faculties. The structural alterations themselves created

inescapable, new problems of adjustment (for example, learning to

work smoothly with a classroom aide), while project activities

(workshops, visitors, innumerable meetings) consumed vast amounts

of staff time and energy in competition with teachers' central in-

structional responsibilities. Little time remained for reasoned

consideration of the tactics or strategies of change, and by the

end of the school year faculties were still'seeking the operational

meaning of that which they were implementing. As it turned out,

two of the schools formally disaffiliated with DS projects Et year's

end and a third had all but abandoned DS as a goal of its ihnova-
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tive activities.

Program 20 researchers ended the project with a wealth of

ideas concerning the barriers to implementation of staff reorgani-

zation but few clues as to facilitators. This was a decidedly

one-sided view. Thus, a second project was launched to investi-

gate schools already operating under a non-traditional mode of

instructional staff organization and, hence, that patently had

succeeded in..surmounting implementation barriers. In such schools,

facilitators and fruitful strategies should predominate.

The Multiunit Schools of Wisconsin were chosen for this in-

vestigation. The project, led by Richard Carlson, would identify

four exemplary MU schools and attempt, by means of focused but

unstructured interviews, to reconstruct their implementation his-

tories. Well aware of the pitfalls of retrospective accounts, the

researchers nevertheless hoped to add the missing dimension of the

DS studies.

Identification of exemplars proceeded in two steps. The re-

searchers first queried a panel of authorities familiar with Wis-

consin schools (and aware of the research purposes) as to which

had most fully adopted the MU design. The panel reached consensus

on ten. Then the panel's judgments were subjected to observational

verification: CASEA investigators visited the ten schools and con-

ducted interviews with teachers, administrators, and team leaders,

using a structured, scoreable schedule that tapped the generic

elements of. unitized instructional operations and that focused on

behavioral as well as structural manifestations. The second screen-
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ing led to the selection of four top-rated schools--Multiunit in

reputation, structure, and behavior.

Upon gaining entry approval, a researcher lived in each school

for one week to observe and interview the staff and other person-

nel. The central purpose of these interviews was to discover the

problems that had been encountered during the implementation phase

and the modes by vilich they had been resolved, if indeed they

were. Again, the Etudies were conducted in an exploratory vein,

and the observations and interviews at this point were accordingly

unstructured. Each investigator fashioned his search for problems

and resolutions according to the leads he obtained at his site.

Absent was an attempt to force comparability in the findings using

a priori problem categories. At mid-week the researchers assembled

to compare'notes and exchange thoughts about helpful probing tech-

niques, and following this brief conference each returned to his

site to finish out the week. Subsequently, separate working pa-

pers were prepared by the investigators; 3 a summary report cur-

rently is being drafted by Carlson.

The Five Papers

Four of the five papers that follow in the compendium concern

the first research project, the DS case studies, while the fifth

provides an early report on the second project, the Multiunit.case

studies.

3 One of the working papers is scheduled for separate publication
(Wolcott, forthcoming).
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In the lead-off paper ("Administrative Assumptions Underlying

Major Innovation"), Pellegrin describes the evolution of the DS

Project in the Overland School District, taking a district-level

view of events. In doing so, he furnishes context for the two

papers that follow The main burden of his paper, however, is an

analysis of the tacit and sometimes explicit assumptions about or-

ganizations, people, and change that guided the attempts by pro-

ject administrators to innovate. Pellegrin's analysis substan-

tially extends a more cursory discussion of the chronic problems

of innovation in the DS schools that is published elsewhere (Char-

ters and Pellegrin, forthcoming).

The following two papers, then, discuss the implementation

process as viewed at the "grass-roots" level in two of Overland's

project schools. (It so happens that these were the two schools

that formally abandoned innovation efforts at the end of the first

year of implementation.) Wacaster's report on the high school

("The Life and Death of Differentiated Staffing at Columbia High

School") seeks to trace the principal factors accounting for the

faculty's explicit vote to discontinue project participation, and

Jones, in his report on the elementary school in Overland ("An

Elementary School under Conditions of Planned Change"), similarly

portrays the problems that lead to adoptive failure. Both papers

are based on the authors' dissertations (Wacaster, forthcoming;

Jones, forthcoming).

The fourth paper by Everhart ("Role Processes in Teaching

Teams") characterizes the adjustment problems that confronted



teachers and paraprofessionals as they worked out their role re-

lationships during the year of DS implementation and gives par-

ticular attention to the different demands on the job made by

three broad types of paraprofessional.. Everhart's paper is one

section of a larger study of the paraprofessional's career (Ever-

hart, 1972).

Finally, Packard's paper ("Changing to a Multiunit School")

brings together the studies of four elementary schools in Wiscon-

sin that succeeded in altering their forms of staff organization.

Based on the working papers from the case studies, it is one in-

vestigator's view of the main problems that arose in the schools

during implementation and the manner in which school personnel

sought to overcome them.
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ADMINISTRATIVE ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING MAJOR INNOVATION:

A CASE STUDY IN THE INTRODUCTION OF

DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING

Roland J. Pellegrin

In a companion paper on barriers to the innovation process

(Charters and Pellegrin, forthcoming), the characteristic course

of events in planning and implementing differentiated staffing

programs was described and analyzed. That report directed atten-

tion primarily to the basic, chronic problems that teachers and

administrators encounter in trying to install planned changes at

the level of the school. This paper, in contrast, focuses on

managerial assumptions in the administration of major innovation

and the consequences of these assumptions for ensuing developments.

In this instance data are drawn from a school district we
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shall call "Overland," where differentiated staffing programs were

planned and introduced at the elementary, junior high and high

school levels. Our primary objective is to identify and discuss

the administrative or managerial assumptions underlying this at-

tempt at major innovation and the issues and problems to which

these assumptions were connected. Before turning to these matters,

however, we shall present an overview of events and decisions in

the district that led to the development of the project. This

portrayal of the context of the innovation should make our analy-

sis more comprehensible. It also provides background information

of value in understanding the general setting of the innovations

in individual schools analyzed by Wacaster and Jones in the immedi-

ately following papers of this volume.

The information presented below was obtained through inter-

views with administrative personnel at various levels, school

board members, educators who served on district committees charged

with setting policies for differentiated staffing programs, repre-

sentatives of the local education association, and outside consul-

tants and former employees who played important roles in one phase

or another of the project. Intensive case studies of each school

provided important materials on relationships between the schools

and the central office and other agencies. We also had available

the documents prepared in the district about differentiated staf-

fing, including proposals and reports to the funding agency, memo-

randa circulated within the district, correspondence, evaluation

reports by site visitors and observers from other schools and
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agencies, and various published articles and brochures describing

the project .1

The Evolution of the Differentiated Staffing Prog-ams

The Overland School District is noted for the sophistication

of its administrative leadership and the high caliber of its teach-

ing personnel. Through the years its educational programs have

received considerable approbation from educators at state and wider

levels. The orientation of administrators is favorable to educa-

tional improvement and experimentation. Despite the constant up-

grading of programs, a number of key personnel found themselves

in agreement concerning the severity of certain problems faced

by the district in 1967.

The precipitating event that led to systematic discussion of

mutual concerts was the decision to construct a new high school in

Overland. The principal who was appointed to plan the new faci-

lity and program was housed temporarily in the district office

building. There he began conversations with certain other per-

sons who were sympathetic to his visions of a thoroughly innova-

tive program for the high school. In particular, he exchanged

ideas with the district science coordinator, the director of cur-

riculum, and the assistant superintendent of personnel. These

four persons were appointed to a committee to plan the new high

school. They agreed that they wanted to develop a school that

1We gratefully acknowledge the unusually free access to informa-
tdon accorded Ls by the project director and other persons in
Overland.
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would emphasize opportunities for student learning, and that the

physical facilities should maximize flexibility in instruction

as well as the use of technological devices. They also recog-

nized that the prevailing system of teacher rewards was based

solely on education and experience, and believed that excellence

in job performance was frustrated by that fact and by the lack of

a career ladder. They, accordingly, hoped to devel'p a system

for "keeping good teachers in the classroom" by providing them

"adequate rewards." At the same time, they were interested in

making extensive use of non-certificated personnel, including para-

professionals as well as resource persons from the community.

Their concerns reflected many of the ideas associated with "dif-

ferentiated staffing," a term that was just then gaining currency

in professional publications.

During the spring of 1968 an official of the State Department

of Education suggested that they might find materia, resources to

implement their ideas by applying for an Education Professions De-

velopment Act grant in differentiated staffing, using the new

high school as a pilot settiug. A decision to seek a planning

grant was made and school board approval was obtained.

During this same period members of the committee were playing

basic roles in selecting the staff for the new high school. Be-

cause they were planning a program they regarded as novel and ex-

perimental, they gave considerable emphasis to employing persons

one of them later called "renegades and innovators." Put in more

conventional terms, they wanted to hire able persons who were
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capable of initiating new ideas or practices and were favorably in-

clined toward unconventional approaches to instruction. Those who

interviewed applicants for positions in the school tried to give

each person who applied a conception of the goals of differentiated

staffing as they saw them at that time. This description, while

general and somewhat vague, described the concept largely in terms

of innovativeness, the use of non-certificated staff, and the de-

velopment of a new and "adequate" reward system for excellence in

teaching.

It is to be noted that the key ideas and plans underlying the

eventual emergence of the differentiated staffing program germi-

nated in the minds of a few key individuals on the high school

planning committee and other persons, mainly in the central of-

fice and other agencies, with whom they consulted. This point is

important because a distinguishing feature of the differentiated

staffing plan that finally developed' was its emphasis on the making

of basic decisions by the teachers in the schools.2

In the late spring of 1968, the principal of the high school

and the district science coordinator devoted a week to the prepara-

tion of a proposal for submission to U.S.O.E. Their ideas, sup-

plemented by those of the other committee members, provided the

2
The point is important for another reason. The Overland program
represents an exception to the generalization that educational
innovation is instigated by forces external to the school system.
While outside agencies played important supporting roles, our
investigation indicates that the initiative for innovation came
from key insiders.
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basis for this document.

The front page of the proposal stated that the purpose of

the project was "to plan and implement a totally new kind of staff

organization and a concomitant training program." The proposal,

very broad and ambitious in scope, indicated that during 1968-69

personnel in the pilot school and a variety of participating agen-

cies would: (1) define the teaching skills required for indivi-

dualized instruction; (2) design and test a differentiated staf-

fing model based upon the defined skills; and (3) develop train-

ing programs to prepare personnel for differentiated staff assign-

ments. In order to train and utilize educational personnel for

purposes of individualized instruction, the proposal specified

needs for developing and coordinating task specializations, train-

ing personnel of various types (including non-educators with a

wide range of occupational skills), inventing career ladders, iden-

tifying behavioral objectives for students from the various social

and economic revels, devising programs for disadvantaged students,

conducting pre-service programs for teacher trainees, providing

managerial leadership for resource allocation, and developing cri-

teria and procedures for evaluation. Listings of needs and ob-

jectives reveal that the project was conceived as a vehicle for

solving a wide range of educational problems.

The proposal clearly saw the first year of an operating pro-

gram in the high school as the initial step in preparing for an

extensi:r of the proposed activities into the entire school dis-

trict. Future work was seen as leading to "district-wide imple-
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mentation of the differentiated staff model as designed in the

planning and pilot phases" during the 1972-73 academic year.

An in-service program to "assist in the training and retrain-

ing of personnel for differentiated roles" was also promised in

the proposal. This program was to deal with "interpersonal rela-

tions and theory of organizational structure," group dynamics,

procedures for directing independent study, diagnostic and reme-

dial techniques, counseling theory and techniques, clinical super-

vision, and preparation and use of media.

Several months after the proposal had been submitted, word

was received that the district had been awarded an interim grant

and tfat substantial support for project planning was forthcoming.

In December, a project director for differentiated staffing pro-

grams in the district was appo.nted. The man selected was the

former district science coordinator, who had been instrumental in

preparing the proposal and had served for several months as cur-

riculum vice principal in the new high school prior to his assump-

tion of the directorship of the project.

Ensuing events in the high school are described in the arti-

cle by Wacaster. Here we shall bit note that a workshop in inter-

personal relations was held in the summer of 1968 and that during

this training period and the months that followed the teaching

and administrative personnel developed a philosophy that empha-

sized staff autonomy in decision making affecting the school pro-

gram.

The early months of 1969 saw the project director become in-
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creasingly involved in national activities related to differen-

tiated staffing and in discussions and negotiations with represen-

tatives of the sponsoring federal agency. While these matters

consumed much of his time and effort, he and other central office

personnel (1) appointed a District Differentiated Staffini; Com-

mittee composed of faculty and administrators from the district

and (2) selected, with the approval'of this committee, an ele-

mentary school and a junior high school for inclusion in the dif-

ferentiated staffing programs from among schools that had been

invited to apply for participation in the project. At that time

it was anticipated that these two schools and the high school

would implement differentiated staffing programs in the 1971-72

academic year. In the fall of 1969, however, the project director

and other officials decided hurriedly to move up the tarf,et date

to 1970-71, believing that earlier implementation would fmcourage

federal funding of a second proposal submitted in Novembf:r 1969.

During 1969 the high schoOl staff was again engaged in a

summer workshop and in certain activities preparatory to the de-

velopment of differentiated staffing. As the year unfolded, ten-

sions increased between the project director and the school's prin-

cipal and staff.

By 1969 differentiated staffing had become a topic of major

interest and discussion in certain educational circles, and the

U.S.O.E. was sponsoring various experimental programs in districts

around the country. Officials responsible for federal program

administration developed their own ideas about what constituted
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a "good" differentiated staffing project; accordingly, they issued

guidelines to which grantees were expected to conform. These

stated: (1) no unit smaller than an entire school staff should be

differentiated; (2) the maximum salary of he highest paid teacher

should be at least double the maximum salary of the lowest cate-

gory of professional personnel; (3) all instructional staff should

spend at least 25 per cent of their time in direct contact with

pupils; (4) all instructional staff in the unit designated as op-

erationally differentiated should be on the differentiated salary

sch2dule; (5) the differentiated roles of the instructional staff

as well as the selection criteria for those roles should be clearly

delineated; and (.6) differentiated staffing normally should be ac-

companied by other organizational and curriculum changes and the

development of new, specialized teaching roles. These guidelines,

of course, restricted differentiated staffing programs and required

policy and procedural changes in the school district concerning

pay, titles, and personnel functions. The last two guidelines

called for the preparation of job descriptions and the specifica-

tion of work specializations and interdependencies in the schools.

The Second Year Proposal submitted by the Overland District

in November 1969 described the project to be implemented in 1970-71

in the three schools and projected work over future years until

district-wide implementation of differentiated staffing would oc-

cur. In general, the ideas and goals of the Initial Proposal were

restated and expanded. The general goal of differentiated staf-

fing was identified as creating "a climate in which innovation is
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not frightening, in which creative capacities are not stifled but

are nourished and expressed," and as developing "an atmosphere

and environment in which the focus is not upon teaching but on

the facilitation of learning." The proposal indicated that empha-

sis would be "placed on learning and the learner as opposed to

teaching and the teacher," and went on to promise the development

of a variety of learning alternatives, participation of the stu-

dent in designing his own learning program, and student participa-

tion in policy making and governance.

The proposal also committed the District Differentiated Staf-

fing Committee to the "implementation" of the following eight

"steps": (1) making an educational needs assessment to which stu-

dents, educational personnel, parents, and community members from

all walks of life would contribute; (2) defining and listing ap-

propriate behavioral objectives for children in grades 1-12 from

a wide range of social and economic levels; (3) defining the skills,

competencies, tasks, and vehicles necessary to implement step two;

(4) defining the responsibility levels required of personnel to

implement step three; (5) writing job descriptions which satisfy

the responsibility levels defined in step four; (6) employing or

training personnel in cooperation with other agencies to fill posi-

tions defined in step five; (7) using the personnel defined and

hired (or in training) to staff the high school; and (8) evalua-

ting and redesigning the above as needed. The proposal indicated

that steps one and two had been completed, and that work was under-

way toward the completion of the additional steps in the pilot
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schools. All but the last of these steps, it should be noted,

focused on the period prior to the target date for making the pro-

ject operational in the schools. . No detailed plans were submitted

for the implementation year.

Early in 1970 a major task was the preparation of job descrip-

tions in each of the three schools that would be compatible with

the premises and promises of the proposal. The task was accomp-

lished in the high school in January (under conditions character-

ized by tension and duress, as explained by Wacaster), and some

two months later in the other schools. Each of the schools estab-

lished a hierarchy of positions for administration and instruction,

with accompanying salary ranges. Some traditional positions were

re-named and given somewhat different responsibilities. New -high-

level positions were established to direct and coordinate curri-

culum and instruction and to direct team activities (employing

team teaching or collaborative instruction). New specialist.posi-

tions were established to provide technical services, and differ-

ent levels were established for experienced and new teachers. Pro-

visions were made for instructional assistance by interns and teach-

er aides (assistants or paraprofessionals). Additionally, the

elementary and junior high schools were to utilize student teach-

ers and high school students in their instructional programs.

During the spring months in-service training was conducted

in the elementary school and junior high school, and a major sum-

mer workshop was planned for the administrative, instructional,

and non - certificated staffs of the three schools and some members
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of the District Differentiated Staffing Committee. The workshop

was designed by an official of the personnel division of the cen-

tral office who was also chairman of the District Differentiated

Staffing Committee. The workshop, held for six weeks, involved

over 150 participants and a variety of specialists from outside

agencies and the district itself. During four of the six weeks,

three hours each day were devoted to discussions by school staffs

of some general problems of implementing differentiated staffing,

with the remaining four hours (and all day during the other two

weeks) given to training exercises and seminars in such areas as

intarpersonal relations, problem-solving techniques, behavior modi-

fication, questioning strategies, utilization of non-certificated

staff, individualized instruction, diagnostic instruction, staff

and instructional evaluation, flexible scheduling, policy making,

and governance.

In the fall of 1970, each school opened its doors to the new

era of differentiated staffing. The activities, issues, problems,

and eventual program demise during the implementation year in the

high school and elementary school are described and analyzed in

the papers by Wacaster and Jones. Events in the junior hig.1 school

took a somewhat different course, and this school retained some

elements of its differentiated staffing program beyond the 1970-71

school year. As in the other schools, however, the revolutioa in

the organization and conduct of instruction anticipated in the two

funding proposals was not realized. By the end of the year none

of the schools had achieved suth major accomplishments as indivi-
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dualization of instruction or viable arrangements for team teach-

ing. Occupants of the new positions charged with coordinating

curriculum activities and instructional team efforts had been un-

able to obtain the desired level of coordination. The goals and

objectives of the project had seldom been reduced to concrete

levels capable of identifying specific role behaviors that would

have made differentiated staffing a reality. Decision making and

governance remained chronic concerns, to the detriment of both

planning and action. New behavior patterns at work were rare and

not clearly related to project goals.

Managerial Assumptions Underlying the Project

Let us now examine some basic assumptions made by the admin-

istrators of the project, using these assumptions as a framework

in terms of which critical issues and problems that developed can

be identified and analyzed. These problem-inducing assumptions,

it should be observed, are either invalid (wholly or in part) or

questionable. Either way, the assumptions were instrumental in

determining the course of events in the project.

By "assumptions" we mean those matters taken for granted by

project managers that affected the development of the program

through its planning and implementation stages. In some instances,

these assumptions were explicitly stated in formal documents oL

during our interviews of key personnel. More commonly, assump-

tions were implicit, unstated in a systematic or coherent fashion,

but deducible from an examination of activities that were conducted
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or policies and procedur,Ila that were pursued. No attempt will be

made to differentiate assumptions according to explicitness or

implicitness, for these distinctions would be tenuous and for our

purposes perhaps unimportant. Instead, we shall simply categorize

them in terms of the major topical areas into which they fall.

Managerial Control and Coordination

The managerial leadership of the Overland School District

made a basic assumption that successful planning and implementa-

tion of the differentiated staffing programs did not require sub-

stantial changes in the administrative component at the district

level. Despite the complexity, variety, and scope of the goals

and activities outlined in the funding proposals, the project was

not seen as requiring basic changes in the organization and.pro-

cedures of the central office. Instead, the development of the

project was entrusted largely to the staffs of the individual

schools. While the plans for differentiated staffing created a

variety of new or altered positions in the schools, only one modi-

fication occurred in the central office--the addition of the posi-

tion of project director. Only one new agency, the District Dif-

ferentiated Staffing Committee, was established. The new position

and agency were simply superimposed on the existing structure.

It was therefore taken for granted that whatever administra-

tive or technical assistance the schools needed could be provided

by central office staff members who were expected to make limited

or temporary contributions, largely on a "role overload" basis--
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i.e., in addition to their regular duties. It was only after

several months had gone by during the year of implementation (1970-

71) that the superintendent and some of his key assistants arrived

at the conclusion that their failure to provide strong administra-

tive support for the project was a major mistake.

The decision to minimize involvement of the central office

implied another critical assumption--namely, that existing 1:nkt,

of authority and jurisdiction were compatible with the require-

ments of effective project operations. The location of the pro-

ject in the organizational structure was a result of historical

circumstances and the informal relationships of certain key per-

sonnel in the central office. Let us examine this situation and

its implications.

It will be recalled that the committee appointed to plan the

new high school consisted of its principal, the district science

coordinator (later to become the project director), the director

of curriculum (later assistant superintendent for personnel), and

the assistant superintendent for personnel (who soon assumed the

superintendency of the district). From its beginning, the project

was under the sponsorship and jurisdiction of the personnel divi-

sion. Our respondents report that the person who served as assis-

tant superintendent for curriculum until the end of the 1968-69

school year was not interested in differentiated staffing. His

replacement, recruited from another section of the country, took

a decidedly different point of view. He soon became interested in

the implications of differentiated staffing for curriculum and in-
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struction, and rapidly assumed the role of in-house critic of the

project.

In the meantime, controversy erupted in the high school as

staff members struggled to reconcile their ideas about governance,

curriculum development, and instruction with the concept of dif-

ferentiated staffing as it emerged from the funding proposals,

U.S.O.E. requirements, and job descriptions. Of critical impor-

tance is the fact that in the chain of command the principa 3 were

under the jurisdiction of the assistant superintendent for curri-

culum and therefore responsible to him for decisions made in their

schools. The project director, whose office vas in the personnel

division, had no line authority or direct control over school op-

erations. His role became one that involved stating project goals

and "requirements," offering suggestions, and implying threats of

sanctions by the funding agency when goals seemed threatened. He

could, in the final analysis, work effectively only through more

or less informal procedures--that is, to seek the aid of the as-

sistant superintendent for personnel and/or the superintendent in

order to bypass or circumvent the assistant superintendent for

curriculum. It takes little imagination to recognize the explo-

sive potentialities in this situation. The assistant superinten-

dent for curriculum, who regarded the project as ill-conceived

anyway, felt pressures he regarded as non-legitimate. While his

concern for curriculum and instruction in the schools led him to

offer assistance to the project on certain occasions and to pro-

vide it upon request at other times, his support of differentiated
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staffing can be described as equivocal. It is safe to conclude

that the supposition that "it didn't matter" where the project

was located in the formal organizational structure of the district

produced unanticipated problems and controversies.

Our point is not, of course, that the project should inevi-

tably have been installed in the curriculum division. A project

in differentiated staffing entails personnel as well as curriculum

considerations. The critical lesson is that matters bearing on

lines of authority present problems that must be solved if suc-

cessful innovation is to occur. A subsidiary point is that infor-

mal personal relationships and arrangements, while they can func-

tion effectively in a close-knit group of intimates, are easily

imperiled when key positions change occupants. For this reason,

perhaps it can be concluded that informal relationships serve best

for short-term expediencies and are less reliable for successful

long-term operations.

Because the basic elements of the situation we have described

were understood by the principals and some of their faculty mem-

bers, relations between the schools and the project director were

exacerbated. The project director's position was made more dif-

ficult by the assumption that school staffs should be the primary

decision makers in the project. His lack of authority contributed

to his difficulties in insuring that the project's commitments to

the funding agency were met--a fundamental obligation of his job,

as he saw it.

Central office administrators assumed that the District Dif-
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ferentiated Staffing Committee would provide considerable assis-

tance in managerial control and coordination as well as perform

important roles in communication and public relations. This com-

mittee was of substantial size, consisting at one time of 23 tea-

chers and administrators representing various organizations and

constituencies (including the pilot schools). It was officially

given the assignment of setting, policies for differentiated staf-

fing in the district. In public statements it was emphasized that

the committee had the authority to make basic decisions about the

nature and direction of the project. The composition as well as

the size of the committee limited its effectiveness, however; its

members varied greatly in their understanding of, interest in,

and commitment to differentiated staffing. While our evidence

indicates that care was taken to insure that appointees were both

capable and willing to serve on the committee, their service was

added to their regular duties and many were unable or unwilling

to put in the time and effort required to master the complexities

of the project or to fulfill the heavy responsibilities entrusted

to them. Consequently, their "decisions" typically reflected the

recommendations of the project director or other key figures in

the project. In other instances, their inability to make decisions

within prescribed time limits led to their circumvention in the

decision-making process. The committee was therefore relatively

ineffective as an agency for control and coordination.

It was assumed that the project, although conceived and de-

signed by administrative personnel and central office specialists,
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would be accepted and implemented by school staffs, even in the

absence of strong, top-level managerial controls. We shall dis-

cuss how this assumption related to problems of Authority and

governance in the next section of this paper. At this juncture

we wish to point out that monitoring the activities in the schools

was seen mainly as a function to be performed by each school

staff. Expectations also existed that some monitoring would be

conducted through visits to the schools by administrators and ex-

ternal evaluators, and it was anticipated that the protect direc-

tor would "see that the proposals were carried out." As things

turned out, however, effective monitoring did not occur by anyone

at any level. The lack of provision for such controls proved to

be a basic defect in the project.

A fundamental article of faith in-the central office was that

any problems encountered in the schools during implementation would

"work themselves out" in time as school staffs got around to solv-

ing them and became more experienced in making decisions about dif-

ferentiated staffing. This belief involved at least three speci-

fic assuwptions. First, teachers were believed to have the nec-

essary skills and motivations for solving the problems (a matter

to which we shall return later). Second, it was thought that com-

mon understandings of t' nature, meanings, and objectives of dif-

ferentiated staffing would develop iii each school as planning and

implementation stages unfolded. Third, it was assumed that these

common understandings and key decisions would survive and accumu-

late in each school and would be shared or known by all personnel.
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None of these assumptions turned out to be valid. No clear,

agreed-upon definition of differentiated staffing was forthcoming

from any source. Project participants, other educators, laymen,

and visitors had diverse ideas about the nature and objectives of

the project. The general goals specified in documents were so

many and of such varlet*, that the dimensions of differentiated

staffing were lost in a sea of multiple objectives and terminology.

Moreover, the project itself was often confused with other pro-

jects or events concurrently under discussion in the district.

Given these conditions, interested parties--school staffs, school

board members, officials of the local educational association, com-

munity interest groups of diverse sorts--had quite different con-

ceptions of "what it was all about and what was going on."

In the pilot schools, survival and accumulation of shared

knowledge and conceptions were impeded by personnel turnover, with

new arrivals often scantily informed about prior decisions and ar-

rangements. Even during the middle of the implementation year,

our researchers in the schools reported that some staff members

had not read the funding proposals or other basic documents.

More impressive than the accumulation of shared knowledge

and understandings was the amount of goal displacement and restruc-

turing of perceptions that occurred during the course of the pro-

ject. As staff members of the schools continued to encounter ob-

stacles and frustrations during the implementation year, they be-

gan to redefine the nature of the project to make it Eit what they

were actually doing at the moment. This process of retrospective
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revision of original objectives was documented in some detail by

Robert B. Everhart, our researcher in the junior high school.

He reported that during the implementation year project goals

were gradually shifted further into the future. By December, some

staff members were saying that differentiated staffing should pro-

perly be seen as a three-step process, and that only the first

step (installing the staffing pattern) was to be completed that

year. During the following month a staff member attended a meet-

ing in another city and brought back the idea that "differentiated

staffing is a concept and not a model." This statement was inter-

preted by some people to mean that differentiated staffing called

for little that was specific or concrete. A few weeks later the

principal confirmed this interpretation when he defined differen-

tiated staffing for his faculty as "each teacher doing what he

does best with a given class or given curriculum." Shortly there-

after, the sentiment was widespread in the school that consider-

able progress had been made toward goal achievement. Everhart

reported that an earlier staff feeling akin to cognitive disso-

nance, growing out of discrepancies between what ias envisioned

and what existed, "seems to have been resolved by becoming ada-

mant that what is now being done is either what was meant to be

done or is the best of all possible alternatives." While this

extreme case of retrospective revision was best documented in the

junior high school, the same phenomenon appeared to a lesser de-

gree in the other schools.

One other assumption made that relates to control and coordi-
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nation was that the key to successful innovation lies in the simul-

taneous planning and implementation of multiple, far-reaching, and

diverse goals.
3

As shown in our account of the evolution of the

project, the proposals sought solutions to a large proportion of

current educational problems. As an abstract proposition, the

thesis that innovation is best attained through concurrent attacks

on multiple problems may or may not be valid. In any event, the

thesis was not tested in Overland, for few innovations of substance

occurred that related to many of the stated goals. Further, the

various goals listed in the proposals would logically seem to be

achievable through diverse strategies and activities rather than

by reliance on a single, vague, and over-arching concept such as

"differentiated staffing."

Governance and Decision Making

As we have observed, the locus of decision-making authority

for the project was never entirely clear. The spheres of juris-

di.ction of the project director, district committee, and school

staffs were rationalized in abstract terms, but operational deci-
4,

sions did not always fit the model and, in any case, there was

little consensus as to where decision-making authority actually

resided. As spelled out in the abstract model, the project direc-

tor was to coordinate relationships between groups and agencies- -

pilot schools, the U.S.O.E., the central office, the district com-

3
This strategy is called the "alternative of grandeur" by Smith
and Keith (1971, pp. 366-367).
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mittee, and any other interested or involved parties. In practice,

he was an active decision maker in that he was a primary author

of the proposals and committed the district to the goals stated in

them. He made some decisions himself that were supposed to be

made by others, often as a result of time pressures. Further, his

efforts at project monitoring forced school staffs into decision-

making activities they would have preferred to avoid or delay.

The district committee was theoretically responsible for setting

policies and reviewing decisions made in the schools, but, as we

have seen, was often ineffective in these capacities.

The lack of clear jurisdictions led to difficulties with the

pilot schools. School staffs, the third component of decision

makers in the model, took seriously the often repeated statement

that they were the primary decision makers in their own schools.

On many occasions, the project director stated publicly that Over-

land's claim to fame in the world of differentiated staffing was

that it had entrusted the power to determine its own structure

and operating procedures to each school staff. Why this decision

was made or permitted in the central office is reasonably clear.

The administrators simply accepted in totality the popular theory

in certain educational circles that effective decision making in

an organization can best occur when the participants in an acti-

vity play the major role in making decisions about it. This the-

ory served as a basic assumption with regard to the mode of govern-

ance to be employed in the pilot schools.

This decentralization theory, of course, did not originate in
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Overland. It has various and fairly deep historical roots in so-

cial psychology, management theory, and group dynamics. 4 Stated

as we phrased it above, it sounds eminently reasonable. Putting

it into practice, however, is another matter. In its most common

operational form, the decentralization theory emphasizes equality

of participants in the decision-making process--and "equality" is

often defined by participants to mean an absence of status and

authority uifferences in implementing as well as in making deci-

sions.

We have no evidence that the complexities and risks of em-

ploying decentralization theory as a foundation stone for differ-

entiated staffing received serious attention in Overland until

the project was well underway. Indeed, despite the controversies

involving decision making in the high school in 1969-70 (see Wa-

caster), the right to make their own decisions, subject only to

review by the district committee, was granted to all three schools

for the implementation year.

It is clear, therefore, that a major assumption of the pro-

ject was that effective project implementation would be a product

of decentralized decision making. The built-in conflicts of juris-

diction in the triangle of competing authorities--schools, dis-

trict committee, and project director--were glossed over in hopes

that things would somehow work out.

a

4
A pointed critique of the empirical basis of decentralization
theory as it applies to innovation is developed in Gross, Giac-
quinta, and Bernstein (1971, pp. 24-29).
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Decision making by school staffs was impeded by a variety

of developments. For one thing, the chronic pressures of school

operations, endemic in all schools, gave priority ,:o dealing with

immediate problems and short-term decisions, many of which were

at best of marginal relevance to differentiated staffing. Plan-

ning time for considering major decisions of lasting import seemed

forever inadequate, despite long workdays and workweeks for school

staffs. Moreover, the form that self-government was to take re-

mained a chronic issue. Even when rules and procedures for ob-

taining consensus were finally devised, the problem of enforcement

of decisions remained. Authority to govern does not automatically

produce procedures for obtaining compliant behavior from dissen-

ters or even from those approving the decisions. In actuality,

participants sometimes confuse authority granted to the group with

the "right" of autonomous behavior for the individual. This fac-

tor is important in accounting for some of the developments in all

three pilot settings, but especially in the high school. It was

in part responsible for a deterioration in the relationships be-

tween the project director and the schools; it led also to pre-

emptive decisions by the project director and, several months into

the implementation year, by the principals. In effect, the situa-

tion yielded issues about accountability that constituted lasting

sore points.

As far as the project director was concerned, objectives aid

procedures for attaining them as stated in the funding proposals

were contractual in nature and the obligations assumed under con-
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tract with the funding agency were legal commitments that had to

be met. To the school staffs, keeping school going was their ma-

jor commitment, and they saw the grants in a far different light-

i.e., as an opportunity to develop their own interests and ideas

for improving school programs.

Interestingly, it was assumed by the project director (and

perhaps others in the central office) that experiences in self-

government in the schools would inevitably lead to a hierarchy

of positions and accompanying levels and spheres of authority.

Instead, developments took the course we have described.

Work Behavior, Specialization, and Interdependence

A critical component of differentiated staffing plans is the

creation of a new division of labor in the schools. Work behavior

and relationships among staff members are expected to change as a

result of increased task specialization by individuals and greater

interdependencies among specialists. The coordination of task

performance necessary for carrying on effective operations is much

greater than in the conventional school.

It was assumed in Overland that each school staff could de-

vise a new system of work behavior. This would have required that

the tasks necessary to make the system a functioning reality be

identified and analyzed; that the various tasl,- be assigned to

specialized positions which would be coordinate .th one another;

that positions could be organized according to the complexity and

types of skills and levels of responsibility they required; and
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that equitable criteria could be agreed upon for establishing hier-

archies of authority and scales of remuneration. Furthermore,

this new division of labor would have to be designed so that it

would mesh with instructional objectives and available curriculum

materials.

The pilot schools did not get very far into this complex maze

of required inventions. They devised new positions (i.e., job

titles) and assigned general functions to them, formally designa-

ted different kinds of "teams" and assigned "leaders" to them, and

created hierarchies of authority and pay differentials. In the

main, these accomplishments consisted of making structural altera-

tions which did not produce major changes in work behavior.

Our summary of the contents of the Second Year Proposal con-

tains a series of proposed steps through which a new system of

work behavior was to have been devised. The U.S.O.E. guidelines

also suggested criteria for developing a differentiated staffing

program. It was clearly intended by those who authored and ap-

proved the proposal that an appropriate division of labor would be

forthcoming.

The burden for this accomplishment was placed primarily on

the staffs of the pilot schools. Obviously, it was believed that,

if motivated to do so, teachers and building administrators can

devise new patterns of working behavior for themselves that depart

drastically from those to which they are accustomed. This assump-

tion rests on very shaky ground. Brickell concluded years ago

that "Even when free to guide their own activities, teachers seldom
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suggest distinctly new types of working patterns for themselves"

(1964, p. 503). When new work patterns involve the creation of

intricate, novel relationships among a number of teachers and their

students simultaneously, few classroom teachers have the time,

motivation, technical knowledge, or managerial skills required

for successful performance of such tasks. This principle is well

documented in recent research (Gross, Giacquinta, and Bernstein,

1971, Ch. 5 and passim), and it certainly emerges as a major fac-

tor in the Overland experience.

The Normative System

The decision to implement the differentiated staffing plan in

Overland necessarily had implications for the occupational beliefs

and values of pilot school personnel. Either of two assumptions

had to be made: that the norms of educators are compatible with

the requirenents of differentiated staffing, or that elements of

the normative system that did conflict with differentiated staf-

fing could be altered during the course of project training, plan-

ning, and implementation. Let us consider these two assumptions

in turn.

The differentiated staffing plan contained obvious features

toward thich teachers have strong aversions--hierarchies of author-

ity and differentiated pay scales based on other factors than edu-

cation and experience. Teacher norms, particularly in elementary

schools, also hold that certain forms of specialization are unde-

sirable. The most important way that differentiated staffing
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conflicts with the normative system, however, is that it violates

the tenets of what Lortie has called the "autonomy-equality pat-

tern" (1961, p. 3).

This pattern of norms is characterized by value placed on

equality of condition and treatment among teachers; more strik-

ingly, however, it is manifested in a desire for individual auton-

omy and "freedom from interference" in the performance of one's

classroom duties (Meyer and Cohen, 1970, p. 7). It is quite true

that teachers have little influence in decisions at the levels of

the district or the school as a whole (Pellegrin, forthcoming).

That fact notwithstanding, teachers exercise far more autonomy in

the classroom than is commonly believed, and guarding their pre-

rogatives in the instructional setting is an objective to which

they give the highest priority.
5

In their research, Simpkins and

Friesen discovered that the desire of the teacher to control class-

room management is so strong that the individual teacher wishes

"to protect this jurisdiction in classroom decision making from

the authority exercised both by his colleague group and by those

in administrative positions" (1969, p. 15). We believe that these

basic realities of classroom life provide much insight into the

difficulties encountered in Overland in planning and implementing

differentiated staffing.

Nonetheless, it is possible that under different conditions

5 In Pellegrin (forthcoming), this thesis is developed, and the
reasons why teachers are so concerned with maintaining their
autonomy are examined at length.

I
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some progress might have been made toward normative change, in thc

course of training and implementation. That is, if new opera-

tional conditions had been established in the schools that were

markedly different from those pfevailing in prior years, antici-

pated normative changes might have occurred. Unfortunately for

the success of the project, conditions were not changed to the

needed extent. Furthermore, there is evidence that the heavy em-

phasis on training in interpersonal relationships strengthened

and legitimated certain norms that militated against changes in

the desired direction.

Staff Development, Training, and Utilization

It was recognized in Overland that staff training was needed

in order to further project planning and implementation. Accord-

ingly, summer workshops and in-service training during the school

year were conducted to provide needed knowledge and skills. We

have previously outlined the nature of this training.

It was assumed that the kind3 of training provided would

facilitate transition to new patterns of work behavior. This

training turned out to be of limited value to the participants.

For one thing, workshop organizers relied heavily on outside ex-

rerts who often had little knowledge of differentiated staffing

and, particularly, the details and specifications of Overland's

project. Training sessions thus turned out to consist mainly of

"general education" for teachers or exercises in skill development

related only indirectly to differentiated staffing. Even during
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the periods where school staffs discussed the implementation pro-

blems they anticipated, the sessions had little relevance to such

vital matters as the behavioral changes necessary for the estab-,

lishment of a successful differentiated stacfing ,system. In short,

the "nitty-gritty" details about how school staffs might shift to

a new work system received insufficient attention.

It was expected that the day-to-day experiences of dealing

with problems at work would yield an accumulation of knowledge

useful in problem-solving activities. As we have seen, successes

of this sort were limited.

One other assumption had important implications for long-

term developments. It was believed, especially when the high

school was staffed, that employing "mavericks and renegades" who

manifested enthusiasm for experimentation would maximize chances

for success of the project. Because differentiated staffing was

explained to employees in all pilot schools in vague and general

terms, they could easily develop idiosyncratic conceptions of what

was being planned and, in fact, could well have visualized that

the schools would provide settings where possibilities for experi-

mentation of all sorts were almost boundless. Some of the most

enthusiastic proponents of experimentation and innovation, it

turned out, were "anti-establishment types" who found conformity

to any system of rules and procedures difficult. The project's

success, on the other hand, was dependent on conformity to new

work behavior patterns.

We shall call attention to but one other problem of staff de-
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velopment and utilization. It was expected that non-certificated

employees and laymen could mLke positive contributions to school

programs with but modest amounts of training and supervision. As

Everhart's paper in this collection demonstrates, identifying ap-

propriate duties for these persons and developing effective rela-

tionships with them proved to be time-consuming and often stressful.

Managerial Assumptions and the Planning of Innovation

In this paper we have developed the thesis that administra-

tive assumptions about organization and innovation have profound

consequences for the course of development that unfolds during

the various stages o.f project history. These assumptions may be

rationally devised and explicitly stated; but more commonly they

are tacit. In either case, in the long run they are problem-in-

ducing in nature.

Project managers in Overland were seriously handicapped by

the lack of a managerial technology useful in programs of planned

change. At the time the project was planned, the state of knowl-

edge about innovation provided little of practical help to admin-

istrators (see Maguire, 1968). As a hopefully important step in

ameliorating this situation, our research has tried to uncover

the sources and nature of some of the barriers to planned change,

Our work and that of many others (for example, Gross, Giacquinta,

and Bernstein, 1971; Sarason, 1971; Smith and Keith, 19/1; Blan-

chard and Cook, 1970; Bushnell, 1971) will, we hope, be construed

as attempts to answer Rivlin's fundamental question, "Why Can't

We Get Things Done?" (1972).
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THE LIFE AND DEATH OF DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING AT COLUMBIA

HIGH SCHOOL: SOME RESULTS FROM A FIELD STUDY OF

AN EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION'S DISCONTINUANCE

C. Thompson Wacaster

Differentiated Staffing

Overland District 31

. . . a relatively nw idea in American

education,
although its

origin is

in human nature itself . . .

. . . helping to steer the way to improvement in
the education process in view of growing student
enrollment, disenchanted students, disillusioned
teachers . . .

1

new sources of energy to meetparticular needs
. . .

. . individualized instruction and guidance . .

.
. better use of better

teachers

professional
career ladder

on a

*These quotes are taken from the pamphlet of this title published
under the auspices of the federally-funded Overland District Dif-
ferentiated Staffing Projects in late March 1971.
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Less than a month after the above claims were voiced in the

Overland District, staff members of the district's differentiated

staffing (DS) pilot high school voted to discontinue their DS mod-

el. An innovation process that included over two years of plan-

ning and training prior to eight months of attempted implementa-

tion had ended.

Why did the staff vote to discontinue the DS model? Some

answers to this question emerged from clues contained in the story

of differentiated staffing at Columbia High School (Wacaster, forth-

coming).

The Life and Death of an Educational Innovation

Starting up a new high school can be exciting business. It

offers an opportunity to begin again, to chart new directions, to

right'present wrongs. Or so it seemed in September 1967 to the

principal-designate and the committee appointed to plan the yet-to-

be-built, yet-to-be-staffed Columbia High School. They wanted to

"enrich and individualize" student learning. They wanted to re-

ward good teaching, thereby encouraging competent teachers to stay

in the classroom and not move into administration or out of the pro-

fession. They wanted to design a school plant that would facili-

tate individualization of learning and make the educational experi-

ence an enjoyable one for both students and teachers. They wanted,

finally, a staff utilization pattern that not only permitted the

flexible use of teacher time and talent--a condition perceived by

them as necessary for individualizing instruction--but one that
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als permitted reward for good teaching.

During the fall of 1967 and winter of 1968, the committee de-

cided thin some form of differentiated staffing would be an .ppro-

priate staff utilization pattern ane that the specific Columbia DS

model should be planned by the "high school staff and other dis-

trict personnel" (Overland District Memo, n. d., p. 6). To secure

funds for the formulation of such a model and the training neces-

sary for its implementation, the committee prepared an Education

Professions Development Act proposal. It was submitted to the U. S.

Office of Education in the late spring of 1968.

Also during the spring of that year the Columbia principal

began recruiting faculty members. Since the committee had de-

cided to staff the school with "renegades and innovators," he was

seeking persons who had "proven innovative talent in prior posi-

tions" and "strong personal motivation and self-assertion" (Over-

land District Memo, n. d., p. 6). In addition, he tried to give

each applicant a picture of the goals of DS although, as he said,

there still was no final DS model or even an established process

at this stage for developing one. He was sure, however, that each

person hired knew about DS and was "acceptive of its goals" at the

time they were hired.

The 35 Columbia staff members met as a group for the first

time in August 1968. The principal had arranged for a two-week

"training laboratory in interpersonal relations and theory of or-

ganizational structure" to be ccfered by a staff member of North-

west State University (Overland District Memo, n. d., p. 6). At
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the end of that workshop, staff members prepared a "Philosophy,

Policies, and Procedures . . ." document that began with the fol-

lowing statement:

We the Columbia staff agree that there will be an equal
sharing of responsibility by the staff, including the
departments, department chairmen, and administration, for
the decision making and the functioning of the school.

In early September the school opened in temporary quarters

with 587 students. No word had been received from the U. S. Of-

fice concerning DS project funding and indeed little was done by

the staff during the 1968-69 school year to develop a DS model.

The staff, however, operated under a consensus decision-making

model in that period, deciding on issues ranging from assembly

attendance policies and the content of a staff in-service program

to early dismissal of student government officers for an out-of-

school trip.

At the district level some activity relating to the project

occurred during the 1968-69 school year. The school district re-

ceived notification from Washington in December 1968 that Overland's

proposal had been approved. A $10,000 planning grant was immedi-

ately made available to the district with the remainder of the pro-

posal funding forthcoming at an unspecified later date.

Upon receipt of the planning grant, the Columbia curriculum

vice-principal, who had been a member of the committee that planned

Columbia, was appointed DS project director. Because the project

now was envisaged as ultimately being extended to other district

schools, his position was attached to the district personnel de-

partment, with his office located in the district he.dquarters
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building.

The rest of the federal funding was received in the spring

of 1969. It was used primarily to finance a DS workshop the fol-

lowing summer. This workshop was intended to prepare the Columbia

staff to devise their DS model and to give them time to get on

with the actual formulation of the model.

Prior to the workshop, the project director proposed that

the following planning procedure be followed by the Columbia staff

in developing their DS model:

Step 1: Make an education needs assessment.

Step 2: Define and list appropriate behavioral objectives
for students.

Step 3: Define the skills, competencies, tasks and vehicles
necessary to implement Step 2.

Step 4: Define the responsibility levels required of per-
sonnel to implement Step 3.

Step 5: Write job descriptions which satisfy the responsi-
bility levels defined in Step 4.

Step 6: Employ or train personnel to fill positions defined
in Step 5.

Step 7: Use the personnel so employed or twined.

Step 8: Evaluate, redesign as needed.

The Columbia staff accepted this planning procedure.

The Northwest State University faculty member returned to

open the workshop with a week's training in interpersonal rela-

tions. A decision model also was devised for the workshop with

all policy issues requiring consensus for passage while procedural

matters needed a two-thirds majority. Then a variety of resource

people were brought in to provide background for the staff to use
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in determining objectives for the Columbia program in general and

the DS model in particular. The staff decided Columbia should

both individualize education and educate "the whole child." The

criteria of individualization and wholeness would requ re a wide

range of specialists, given the perceived diversity of student

talent and interest. Wholeness would also require, somehow, the

integration of the learning experiences offered at Columbia.

The staff decided that the best way to bring about such inte-

grated learning was to have an interdisciplinary curriculum. They

subsequently discovered that the educational objectives they had

been formulating during this time Zell "naturally" into three

categories: Man and the Social World, Man and the Physical World,

and the World of Work and Leisure. They then decided to organize

their curriculum around these three broad areas.

As a means to generate the interdisciplinary courses to be

included in each area, the staff decided to split into three groups

called domains. Each domain was to assume the name of one of the

three broad curriculum areas and be responsible for curriculum de-

velopment in that area.

Departments were to continue to exist, but only as "service

units" to domains. That is, they were to ensure that each depart-

ment member was also a member of a domain and that the department

was adequately represented in all domains. Additionally, depart-

ments were to supply teachers and necessary materials for the inter-

disciplinary courses offered by domains. Underscoring the no-

tion that departments were to be service units to domains, was
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he decision to phase out gradually the presently existing, de-

rtpartmentally-offered, single discipline courses.
With these general plans having been prepared, the workshop

ended with neither DS positions identified nor job descriptions

prepared.

The new 4.5 million dollar Columbia building was ready for oc-

cupancy in September 1969. There were 982 students and 51 teachers,

counselors and administrators. Of these 51, 28 had been on the

staff the previous year, and these 28 plus two new staff members

had participated in the 1969 DS summer workshop. The staff voted

to continue to operate under the previous year's decision-making

model. Two other innovations were introduced for the first time

that fall. Students were not assigned to home rooms, but met once

a week in "Rep Rooms." This hour was to be used as a vehicle for

student participation in student government and as a "care group"

for students. PRFP time was that portion of a student's day not

scheduled into classes and was to be used for independent study,

conferences with teachers, or recreational activities in the physi-

cal education or fine arts areas. In short, when not in class,

the student was on his own to pursue his individual interests.

During the fall domains met at least 11 times and generated

39 one- and two-page proposals for interdisciplinary courses. Of

these, 13 were selected to be opened to student registration in the

spring and, if enough students signed up, offered in the fall of

1970, which was the target date for implementation of the first

portions of the interdisciplinary curriculum and the DS model.
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In the late fall the project director became alarmed. He

wondered if there were a Columbia DS model. Plans were afoot in

the school for domains, departments and interdisciplinary teach-

ing teams, but no DS positions had been identified and, as a con-

sequence, no job descriptions for these positions had been pre-

pared. The project director sent the Columbia staff an ultimatum:

Write the DS job descriptions or get out of the DS project! He

also conveyed to them the recently received U.S.O.E. criteria for

DS models developed in federally-funded training projects. One

of these requirements was that the maximum salary of the highest

paid certificated position in the model be at least twice that of

the lowest paid certificated position.

The staff protested being dictated to by the project director

and wasn't pleased with the U.S.O.E. criteria, especially the pro-

visions concerning pay. They decided for a variety of reasons, how-

ever, to go along with his demand. In a space of two weeks in early

January 1970, the staff and committees thereof held a series of

meetings in which they prepared and approved a set of DS job descrip-

tions. In turn, these were forwarded to the project director.

The project director approved the descriptions and sent them

along to the district's administrative cabinet: the superintendent

and assistant superintendents. The members of the administrative

cabinet rejected the job descriptions. They claimed "authority"

and "responsibility" had been ignored and demanded that an organi-

zational chart be prepared in which positions were ranked by levels

of authority and responsibility

1
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When the job descriptions were returned to the Columbia staff

with the administrative cabinet's specifications, the typical staff

reaction was reported to be: "We're not that way! We don't want

a hierarchy at all!" Nevertheless, such an organizational chart

was approved by the staff, but only after a stormy faculty meeting

was resolved by an impassioned plea from the principal, which was

reported by others as follows:

We know how we work here. We have a very flat organization.
So let's just submit the damn thing . . . not on the basis
of this is the way we'll operate but because the central ad-
ministration wants this chart. So we'll provide one for
them.

The following chart which was approved by the staff depicts the

structure of the DS model that they were to implement during the

1970-71 school year (see p. 44).

The chart was sent back to the administrative cabinet, who

approved it and forwarded it along with the job descriptions to

the school board. The school board said filling all the positions

in the model and paying the salaries attached to those positions

would cost eight per cent more than if the school were tradition-

ally staffed. This cost figure was unacceptable to the cabinet.

After some negotiations with the Columbia principal, however, they

permitted a three per cent cost overrun, a figure they subsequently

stood by in the face of two unprecedented budget defeats at the

hands of district voters.

During the spring the project director sent a memo concern-

ing the 1970 summer DS workshop to the Columbia staff and the

staffs of two other schools recently added to the DS workshop.

Staff attendance at this workshop was to be mandatory and, in line
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with U.S.O.E. policy, workshop time was to be used for training

only, with no curriculum or instructional development work of any

sort permitted.

The Columbia staff exploded--but to little avail. Protests,

meetings, and negotiations resulted in a week's instructional de-

velopment time for teachers of the interdisciplinary courses, but

no other concessions.

In the spring and early summer of 1970 persons were selected

to fill the DS positions. The DS workshop began in the middle of

June and ran for six weeks. The Columbia principal resigned ef-

fective July 1 to accept a district administrative position in

another state. He was replaced by the acting district director of

personnel.

Labor Day arrived and with it the start of the school year.

Forty-five teachers returned from the previous year with the total

full-time certificated staff in 1970-71 numbering 55. This, too,

was the implementation year for the Columbia DS model and for the

interdisciplinary courses. A modular schedule was in use for the

first time. PREP time and Rep Rooms were continued from the pre-

vious year as was the Columbia decision-making model. A move also

was afoot to initiate an open campus.

Things didn't go well during that fall of 1970. Problems

arose initially with the modular schedule. Students began to

abuse PREP time and not attend Rep Rooms. With late September

and early October, came unanticipated problems for teachers in the

interdisciplinary courses. Because only brief outlines had been



prepared when these courses were initially proposed, and little

time was allowed for instructional development during the previous

summer, these teachers had to write their courses-of-study as they

went along, a task some found complicated by the fact that it had

to be done cooperatively with other teachers on a team. Also,

some instructional materials ordered for the new course hadn't

arrived. Procedures for taking attendance at the large group sec-

tions of these courses hadn't been devised and skipping was becom-

ing a problem. Additionally, as of October 15, over 100 sophomores

had requested transfers out of the interdisciplinary courses, usu-

ally citing the e::cess difficulty of the work as their reason.

In mid-October the issue of whether to have an open campus

also provoked much controversy. The staff participated in a U.S.O.E.

site visit regarding the DS model and sought to accommodate the

flood of other visitors who came to view a DS model in operation.

In addition, many of the above issues were dealt with by the fac-

ulty through the school's participative decision-making process.

Difficulties also arose in that regard, since it became difficult

not only for the staff to secure consensus on solutions to problems

but even to identify what the problems were in the first place.

Finally, domains didn't function. Only four meetings were

held during the fall and these were poorly attended. By mid-D-_!cem-

ber just four new interdisciplinary courses had been proposed for

the following year.

At the district level other significant events were trans-

piring. Prior to the Christmas break the DS project director noted
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in a progress report to the school board that costs for the next

year's staffing of the DS schools would "not exceed traditional

staffing expenditures." The three per cent cost overrun for

staffing 4S not to be allowed the following year. Indeed, in

mid-April 1971 the district personnel department officially so

informed the Columbia principal.

The principal subsequently took this information to the staff,

indicating that as he saw it there were two courses of action open

to them. They could decide to keep the present DS model and its

salary differentials, although to do this under a condition of

reduced funding would necessitate teachers having larger class

sizes in order to create sufficient slack in the budget to pay the

DS increments. Alternatively, they could decide to do away with

the DS model, although this would entail a return to a department-

ally organized school.

On April 23, 1971, the staff voted to discontinue the Colum-

bia DS model.

As the story of differentiated staffing ran its course at

Columbia High School, what were some of the factors along the way

that may have influenced staff members to vote for discontinuance

of the innovation?

The Setting: Norms and Values at Columbia

The administrators, counselors and teachers brought together

in 1968 as the initial Columbia staff members were for the most

part strangers. However, these persons presumably were selected
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because they were "renegades and innovators"--persons of "proven

innovative talent" and "strong personal motivation and self-asser-

tion." Such selection criteria may have resulted in the persons

recruited into the organization having similar values concerning

authority, the exercise of authority, and equality. The interper- .

sonal relations training subsequently experienced by them at vari-

ous times, then, may have operated to convert these similar indi-

vidual values into group norms. That training, with its emphasis

on participative decision making, equality, and open relationships

may also have operated independently to instill values pertaining

to those issues in individual staff members and build related

norms into the group. At any rate, what does seem clear is that

the criteria employed in the staff selection process and/or the

interpersonal relations training received by the staff resulted

in a set of individual values and group norms that appears to have

had an important part to play in the story of DS's discontinuance

at Columbia High School.

One such value was a belief in governance by the governed.

It manifested itself in a number of forms, one being a norm that

was formalized as an organizational rule: all policy and procedu-

ral issues affecting the staff were to be decided by the staff.

Staff members also seem to have held a belief that all per-

sons--teachers, students, members of the community--were of equal

value. Certainly a norm of equality emerged at Columbia. While

an administrator or science teacher or English teacher performed

different jobs, the jobs were to be viewed as of equal value, as
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were the persons performing the jobs. There was to be no ranking

of staff members in relation to each other.

What part did these staff norms and values, for the most part

intentionally built into the setting for Columbia's attempt at

planned change, play in this story of discontinuance?

Incompatibility: Expectations for Project Control

Their belief in governance by the governed and faculty deci-

sion making appears to have been taken by some Columbia staff mem-

bers to include tie right to determine the nature of the prepara-

tion activities they would undertake in regard to the formulation

and implementation of their DS model. They also expected to be

the determiners of the dimensions of the Columbia DS model.

On the other hand, by the fall of 1969 the project director

had come to believe that any U.S.O.E. guidelines for DS projects

should be accepted unreservedly in Overland. Also, he felt any

agreements made between the school district and the U. S. Office

concerning the local project should be adhered to strictly. That

he assumed the right to undertake whatever action necessary to en-

force these guidelines and agreements 1; indicated by his insis-

tence that the Columbia staff keep its previously-made agreement

to write their DS job descriptions, that these descriptions incor-

porate dimensions included in U.S.O.E. criteria and that the 1970

summer workshop be fir training purposes only.

Similarly, the district's administrative cabinet members in-

dicated by their actions in Feburary 1970 that they expected not
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only to have the right of review and veto for any DS model devised

by the Columbia staff, but to specify some dimensions the staff

should build into the model. The project director and the admin-

istrative cabinet, then, appear to have believed that control of

various aspects of the Columbia DS project lay ultimately with

them and not with the Columbia staff.

Given these incompatible expectations, it is not surprising

that attempts at control by the project director and administra-

tive cabinet typically provoked protest from the Columbia staff

and other actions intended to thwart or at least modify such at-

tempts. In each instance; however, the staff ultimately had to

undertake whatever action was necessary to a commodate the various

district-level personnel.

The expenditures of time, energy and emotion required for

protest and accommodation appear to have taken their toll at Colum-

bia. The words of ..
domain leader make the point. When asked why

the staff voted to discontinue their DS model, he replied, "There

was no real benefit . . .
and possibly some real hassle from stay-

ing in" and trying to meet the various guidelines.

Another consequence of the staff's subordination to the con-

trol of district-level personnel was that the dimensions desired

by the latter were built into the Columbia DS model. These dimen-

sions also had a part to play in the story of discontinuance.

Incompatibility: Dimensions of the Model--Staff Values and Norms

The Columbia DS model as it finally emerged in February 1970,
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in response to U.S.O.E. criteria and the expectations of the pro-

ject director and the administrative cabinet, was characterized

in part by a hierarchy of positions ranked along dimensions of

pay and authority. A staff member reports, however, that in the

fall of 1969 and winter of 1970:

. . . red flags flew whenever anyone suggested pay differ-
entials or authority differentials or anything to do with
hierarchy.

Another staff member, commenting on the controversy surro,nding

the preparation of an organizational chart for the DS model speci-

fying levels of authority, stated:

In building a house you have carpenters and plumbers.
They're doing different jobs but have eaual status . . .

we were getting back to the old idea of horizontal struc-
ture in the building.

These statements, exemplifying available evidence, indicate

that the Columbia DS model was strongly opposed by a number of

staff members ;iecause it violated values and norms they held. A

hierarchy of authority does not square with individual beliefs in

governance by the governed or a norm of staff decision making.

Pay differentials and the notion of individual ranking implied by

hierarchy run counter to a sense of the equal value of persons.

The vote over a year later to discontinue the DS model, then, might

well have been an expression by some staff membe-s of residual re-

sistance rooted in such incompatibility of norms and values with

dimensions of the :innovation.

The incompatibility of expectations for project control along

with that of stafi.norms and values with the DS model, however,

may have contributel to the vote to discontinue in another more
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immediate manner, as will be seen in the next section.

Non-Functioning of Key Positions in the DS Model

The Columbia DS model primarily was intended by the staff to

serve as a mechanism for the development and implementation of a

school-wide interdisciplinary curriculum. This curriculum, in

turn, would accomplish the "education of the whole child." At

the time the model was formulated, the staff apparently perceived

the positions of domain member and doa,oin leader as central to

the model. Domain members were to generate proposals for inter-

disciplinary courses to be included in the curriculum. Domain

leaders were to facilitate generation and arrange for implementa-

tion of that curriculum.

During the fall and winter of the model's implementation year,

however,

. . . the domains were not working successfully. The posi-.
tions were there but not much activity was attached to them.

This assessment was made by the English department chairman and

was one of the reasons she cited when asked why the staff voted to

discontinue the DS model. Domain leaders, other department chair-

men, and the administrative vice-principal also cited this reason.

Apparently the perceived non-functioning of key positions in the

DS model was taken by a number of persons to indicate the entire

model was not needed and should no longer be continued.

Some staff members attributed this lack of activity on the

part of incumbents of domain positions to "busyness" an "fatigue."

The fatigue was, in turn, attributed by them to two sources: the
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DS project preparation activities engaged in by the staff over

the past two years and to the "busyness" of the staff during the

fall of 1970 as it sought to cope with the anticipated and unanti-

cipated demands of the overall Columbia educational program, es-

pecially its new components. Observational data and document

analysis support these staff members' contention that busyness

and fatigue existed and lend credence to their perception as to

the sources of those phenomena. It would seem likely, though,

that an additional source of fatigue might well have been the en-

ergy-consuming conflicts- over control of the project and nature of

the DS model.

A direct relationship of fatigue and busyness with the non-

functioning of key positions in the DS model seems somewhat ques-

tionable, however. These two factors could be expected to operate

equally to diminish job performance of staff members not only with

regard to domain positions, but with other positions they occupied

as well.

The problems with the interdisciplinary courses in the fall

of 1970 may account in part for why the domain positions were more

susceptible to non-functioning than other positions. The desirabi-

lity of the end--the interdisciplinary curriculum--that justified

the existence of the domain positions could have been perceived

by staff members as subject to question. Given conditions of fa-

tigue and busyness, and thus the necessity to get priorities for

the expenditures of time and energy, staff members would be less

likely to perform jobs the ends of which have come to be perceived
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by them as of low-desirability or of less-desirability than ends

of other jobs.

Other factors that might have made domain positions suscep-

tible to non-performance under conditions of fatigue and busyness

include the newness of the positions, with all that could entail;

vague job descriptions; lack of behavioral precedents for the job;

lack of organizational mechanisms to monitor the performance of

the job; and lack of formal rewards and punishment to be awarded

on the bases of the monitoring, etc. Also, the non-fuuctioning

might somehow be a consequence of residual resistance of staff

members to the DS model as a whole, with busyness and fatigue used

c

to justify non-performance because they were "socially acceptable"

reasons. Space, however, prohibits a thorough-going discussion of

these issues.

The Life and Death of an Educational Innovation (Concluded)

In April 1971 the Columbia staff learned formally that its

certified personnel allotment for the following year did not in-

clude the three per cent overrun permitted in the current year.

Maintenance of the salary differentials in the DS model, the staff

was told by the principal, would necessitate larger class sizes

the following year. The staff was asked if they wished to con-

tinue the DS model.

Staff members, then, were being asked if they wished to con-

tinue a DS model, the dimensions of which apparently ran counter

to some members' norms and values. Key positions in the model,
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too, had not functioned. The interdisciplinary curriculum (the

primary goal of the model and one which may have served to dimin-

ish initial resistance to the model's dimensions) may have been

viewed by a number of staff members as a less desirable end than

previously. Finally, staff members were being told that to con-

tinue the model at the reduced level of funding would necessitate

larger class sizes--a condition unlikely to be accepted with

equanimity, given the fatigue and busyness experienced by the

staff.

With only two dissenters, staff members voted to discontinue

the DS model. The following day the principal conveyed this out-

come to the project director and the district's administrative

cabinet. The project director wanted Columbia to continue in the

project by "administrative edict." The cabinet, however, accepted

the decision of the staff. More than three years of effort had

come to an end. Differentiated staffing at Columbia High School

had been laid to rest.

Some Implications for Policy and Research

The story of DS at Columbia High School raises a number of

issues that might be of interest both to the educational practi-

tioner who must manage the planned change process and the educa-

tional researcher studying educational organizations and their

attempts to innovate.

One intriguing point emerges out of the analysis of staff

members' values and norms, expectations for project control, and
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dimensions of the Columbia DS.model. If the interpersonal rela-

tions training received by the Columbia staff were at least in

part the origin of the norms and values that proved incompatible

with dimensions of the innovation, then the anomalous situation

existed in which the training activities included in the prepara-

tion phase of the innovation process produced intended outcomes

(some norms and values) that, in turn, had the unintended conse-

quence of contributing to the discontinuance of the innovation.

In short, training activities believed to facilitate implementa-

tion of the innovation apparently proved to be inimical to such

implementation. The question should be raised, then, as to

whether any one preparation strategy, such as the widely-used in-

terpersonal relations training, can le considered an appropriate

strategy to use with all innovations? Might one type of prepara-

tion strategy or activity be more appropriate with one type of

innovation than another?

The earlier discussion of the non-functioning of key posi-

tions in the DS model suggests two other points that may have some

interest for persons who manage or study educational change. The

domains, it will be recalled, were initially established to gene-

rate the interdisciplinary curriculum. Teachers attempting to

implement the interdisciplinary coursi!s comprising that curriculum,

however, encountered a number of operational difficulties. These

difficulties may have been serious enough to cause some staff mem-

ber to question the desirability of the interdisciplinary curri-

culum. Such questioning, in turn, may have prompted these persons
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not to participate in domain activities and thus, along with other

factors, may have contributed to the non-functioning of key ele-

ments of the DS model, namely domain member and domain leader

positions. That non-functioning may have prevented the exten-

sion of the interdisciplinary curriculum and the phasing out of

departmental courses. It also apparently contributed to the

staff's decision to junk their DS model.

This all suggests the possibility of the occurrence of a "house-

of-cards" phenomenon when multiple implementation of innovations is

attempted. Some of those innovations may be functionally or ideo-

logically dependent upon others in the "package." In the above

case the interdisciplinary curriculum cannot be made functional

on a school-wide basis if domains do not operate to generate and

make arrangements for the implementation of the interdisciplinary

courses. On the other hand, if the interdisciplinary courses are

discredited, for whatever the reason, the ends for which the do-

mains were set up are discredited. Domain members thus have no

justification for expending their energy; domains have no raison

d'etre. In short, if one innovation falls, other innovations de-

pendent upon it may fall in part or in toto--like a house of cards.

The second point that emerges from the discussion of the i:on-

functioning of key positions in the DS model also has to do with

the consequences of the multiple adoption of innovation and fo-

cuses on the concept of "competition." The multiple adoption of

innovations, among other factors, appears to have contributed to

the existence of fatigue and busyness among Columbia staff members.
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These conditions, in turn, seem ultimately to have induced compe-

tition of one innovation with another and with previously exist-

ing practices for the time and energy of the staff. Such compe-

tition had consequences for the degree of implementation of an

innovation into the school's on-going body of practices. It would

be interesting to know what factors prompted one innovation or

practice to be chosen over another for expenditure of time and

energy. Also, if "reversion to type" occurs in attempts at inno-

vation as often as is reported, then one might wonder why previ-

ously established practices appear to have some edge over newly

introduced practices in the competition for time, energy and

other resources.

At any rate, the "house-of-cards" phenomenon and this occur-

rence of competition for resources may have some implications for

the "strategy of grandeur" or "wholistic approach" 'to educational

change embodied, for example, in the experimental schobls and, to

a lesser degree, in the Multiunit School-Individually Guided Edu-

cation programs.
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AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL UNDER CONDITIONS

4 OF 2LANNED CHANGE

John E. Jones

In today's schools much emphasis is placed on instructional

and organizational change. Associated interests take a variety

of forms and focus on a wide cross-section of different aspects

of the educational setting. One such form is planned change--a

conscious, rational effort over a period of time devoted to fash-

ioning a desirable change and carrying out its implementation.

Efstutt Elementary School's involvement in the Overland School

District's Differentiated Staffing (DS) Project (Jones, forth-

coming) serves as a case study of an elementary school under con-

ditions of planned change.
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Planned Change at Efstutt: Getting Started

The Efstutt Elementary School i located in a typical small

suburban comm Inity. At the time of the project's beginning, Ef-

stutt had a student enrollment of 470 pupils housed in a building

designed with instructional wings for each two academic grades.

The teaching spac- was flexible, with folding walls so that three

classruows could be made into one large area in a matter of min-

utes. Each wing also had a ccnference room and an office for pre-

paring materials. In some respects, Efstutt seemed to be an ideal

setting for the DS bxperiment.

The events and decisions in Overland which led to developing

the differentiated staffing plan in the district are summarized

in an earlier par* of this volume by Pellegrin. No attempt will

be made to reiterate Peliegrin's overview, with the exception of

making a few general remarks f-r orientation. The basic themes

of the proposal written by the Ovi,rland central office staff and

submitted to U.S.O.E. were to: individualize instrtction; uti-

lize the skills of a variety of educational personnel by combining

flexible scheduling with small group processes; and improve deci-

sion-making processes ane tnterpersonnel relations. The Efstutt

teachers participated in in-service workshops to develop their

implementation plans for the project. These seminars culminated

with district approval of the staff's implementation plans. In

all, the district-level planning for the Overland DS project had

been underway for approximately two years before implementation

began officially at Efstutt in the fall of 1970.

,.
ir
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Developing a Model

In their planning efforts the Efstutt teachers examined a wide

cross-sectionof materials about differentiated staffing and stud-

ied several DS models which wele being used in other projects.

They decided the, no single model was sufficient for their imple-

mentation effort and devised a model of their own which was divided

into three parts: a "Responsibility Flow Chart," an "Organizational

Chart" and a list of recommended job descriptions.

The responsibility flow chart illustrated overlapping team

structures which incorporated the two major school functions: in-

struction and curriculum. The three instructional teams were made

up of two grades each: the 1-2, 3 zni..1 5-6 teams. The curri-

culum coordinating teams were cross-grade in composition and were

organized around four major curriculum areas: mathematics, sci-

ence, language arts and social studies.

As in previous years, the new Efstutt organizational chart in-

cluded a building principal, one cle,ical aide, classroom teachers

and several special-area teachers. However, some cor?letely new

positions were incorporated to establish "true" differentiation as

set forth in the Overland District project's guidelines.

The new position of instructional coordinator became the num-

ber two pos!C)n in the building and was placed directly below the

principal in the organizational hierarchy. Positions for three in-

structional team leaders and four curriculum team coordinators were

cleated. The persons who filled these new positions also served as

classroom teachers, but received remuneration for their extra re-
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sponsibilities.

At the classroom-level, the number of teaching positions was

reduced from 18 to 13. To ease the increased pupil load, 12 teach-

er assistant positions were established and filled on an hourly

basis. In most cases, each person was assigned to a single teach-

er. Two clerical assistants were also employed to help the teach-

ers in preparing their materials.

The model prcposed even greater support for the project. A

larger-than-usual group of student teachers was assigned to Efstutt

School from nearby universities. The model also included plans

for community resource persons, high school aides, and peer teach-

ing by Efstutt pupils.

The recommended job descriptions, which will be discussed

later in this paper, eventually were written for every position in

the model with the exception of teacher assistant.

Preparing for Implemeotation

All DS project faculty attended six one-week workshops during

the summ'r of 1970. The workshops included a series of seminars

and practicums designed to meet the requirem ats of differentiated

staffing roles. Afternoon activities gave each pilot schcol an op-

portunity to design its own implementation program for its own

unique setting. Seminal topics were diverse, including sessions on

interpersonal skills and designs for individualized instruction.

Workshop practicums designated for the Efstutt staff focused on

implementing instructional and curriculum teams. However, only a



few Efstutt teachers attended sessions which concentrated on team

concepts.

At the last one-week workshop, which was held just before

the school year started, the Efstutt staff decided to open school

in a traditional, self-contained style. The reason for this was

to allow teachers and pupils to adjust to the new staff members

present in the classrooms. This decision had a considerable in-

fluence on the p.:oject's subsequent implementation activities.

The teacher assistants and student teachers were to help in their

assigned classrooms, but at this time, there was no emphasis on

individualized instruction, small group processes, flexible sched-

uling, new decision-making processes, or changing interpersonal

relations.

Moving_ into the Project: Where Plans and Practices Depart

With the opening of the 1970-71 school year, the Efstutt

staff began implementing its DS model. However, shat was proposed

in the model was not matched by actual happenings in the school.

One area of obvious discrepancy lay in the roles people assumed.

Actual role behaviors varied considerably from the job descrip-

tions recommended in the original implementation plan.

The principal struggled with his new role as the problems he

faced were markedly diff' rent from those of his previous experi-

ences. Relating to each of the considerably increased number of

adult employees was a new strain. The instructional coordinator,

who was to organize activities of teachers with the principal and
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ease some of the principal's burden, was not readily accepted by

most teachers and teacher assistants who continued ro come to the

principal with their problems. In addLtion, the principal, like

his staff, was unsure about how to implement the project and

whether to adopt new role behaviors, and often avoided some of

the hard issues at hand.

Throughout the year, the principal's role difficulties were

compounded by additional remands including hosting a large influx

of visitors, keeping outside speaking engagements and managing in-

creasing student discipline problems. He was often heard to com-

plain about the amount of time he had to spend on administrative-

and management-level duties and the amount of paperwork he had to

process. Lack of time also limited the principal's ability to

lead the project.

The new instructional coordinator suffered problems leading

to discrepancies between her job descrirtion and her actual role.

Many teachers did not view the instrui_ uual coordinator as having

the skills necessary to carry out her job. She was by-passed by

many teachers. Some staff members, particularly those who had

been with the principal for several ye,Irs, found it difficult to

bring tueir problems to her instead of the principal. The prin-

cipal actually contributed to the staff's inability to adjust by

not relinquishing many of his former responsibilities to the in-

structional coordinator. Because she frequently demanded these

responsibilities, she appeared "pushy" -to the principal and teach-

ers.
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The instructional coordinator felt a strong commitment to

the DS project and its goals, but because of the resistance on

the part of the staff, she was not able to function in the role

planned for her. She wanted to be a responsible resource person

to teachers, as designated in her job description, but the staff

did not call on her. Her job description also specified that she

spend at least 25 per cent of her time in direct contact with

students. But since the teachers also were reluctant to release

their students to her, she was unable to function in this capac-

ity. Moreover, what was described as one of her major responsi-

bilities, the training of teacher assistants, was partially

thwarted. She believed that teacher assistants should take a more

active role in the classroom than merely controlling pupils; they

should assist in the instructional function and supervise students

during recess and before school. This was met with resistance by

some of the older teachers, who felt the assistants were there to

help correct papers and watch students and not to participate in

an instructional capacity.

The organizational chart identified seven new leadership posi-

tions: three instructional team leaders and four curriculum co-

ordinators. In actual practice however, only six persons filled

these positions, with one person serving as both a team leader

and a curriculum coordinator.

Curriculum team coordinator was a non-tenured position call-

ing for an additional $1000 in salary. The four curriculum coor-

dinators were to have one-sixth of their instructional time re-
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leased, about an hour a day, to provide leadership fcr developing

curricular changes.

However, the curriculum coordinator positions did not develop

as they were planned. First of all, the one-hour-per-day time

block never materialized. Second, the curriculum team meetings

were held sporadically and given to low-level tasks, mainly pass-

ing on information about what was happening and talking about or-

dering books and supplies. In fact, there were only two curricu-

lum team meetings, one in October and one in January, prior to

the last week of school. The competition among curriculum and

instructional teams for the time of the same personnel also made

it difficult for the curriculum coordinators to function effec-

tively.

Instructional team leader was also a non-tenured position

which called for a salary differential of $350 per year. The prin-

cipal simply designated one member of each team as the leader even

though the job descriptions called for the team leader to be se-

lected by the team members, the instructional coordinator and the

principal. The instructional team leader was to call meetings;

make interim te;--1 decisions between meetings; be responsible for

the workings of his team; promote decision making; maintain com-

munication within the team and between his team and the other teams

and the instructional coordinator; and coordinate the duties and

schedules for the non-certified personnel witnin the team. Even

though this position was originally deemed as low-level, it was

soon recognized to play an important function in the project plan.
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The Instructional team leaders met weekly with the instruc-

tional coordinator, usually during the lunch hour when there were

30 to 45 minutes to discuss mutual problems. Teams met at least

once a week after school and during a lunch hour each week so that

teacher assitants could join in the planning.

In these meetings each instructional team member was called

upon to cite problems he or she was having so that they might be

discussed and resolved--a technique the team members had learned

in previous DS interpersonal training. An analysis of the team

minutes shows that the majority of their concerns focused on re-

curring student control problems. This area of constant concern

made it difficult for them to focus on other matters requiring

team attention, especially instructional ones.

The Efstutt model designated 13 classroom teaching positions;

instructors--experienced teachers--and associate instructors or

first year teachers. Overlooked by the model were job descriptions

for teachers of physical education, art, music,, reading, a coun-

selor and an instructional media center coordinator, none of whom

played a formal role is the instructional teams. The organiza-

tional chart showed them as the supportive personnel only and they

were not organized ilto a separate team.

The Ef vitt model did include job aescriptions for second-

level support positions, including teacher interns, teacher aides,

clerical aides, student teachers and high school aides. The par-

ticipation of the teacher intern and student teachers followed the

traditional format used by schools and universities in their train-
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ing programs.

The Efstutt model's description for teacher aide was like

that for a clerical aide. The work assignments of the aide fo-

cused on preparing ditto masters, duplicating and collating mater-

ials, correcting papers and keeping track of art supplies and

books. Teacher aides worked a four-hour day.

It is significant to note that teacher assistants position

was omitted in the recommended job descriptions. Instead, the

duties of the teacher assistants were loosely defined by the princi-

pal and others as non-certified paraprofessionals hired to work

with the teachers in the classrooms. There were to be 12 such

people, each one assigned to a different teacher.

The lack of a job description for this position provided tne

principal with a great deal of latitude in selecting the teacher

assistants. Only twice were any of the teachers involved in in-

terviewi-ag and selecting teacher assistants. Some of the teacher

assistants had previous teaching experience, but were not creden-

tialed; while others were certified teachers. Some of the teacher

assistants were hired in time to attend the 1970 summ.r workshops;

others were not.

A Brief Chronology

As noted, before school opened the teachers and the princi-

pal decided to open school in the traditional style with self-

contained classrooms even though there were more pupils per class-

room and a significantly increased number of adults in the building.
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During the opening month of school visitors were restricted

so that the staff might concentrate to the fullest on the imple-

mentatibn effort. The first month of school found self-contained

classrooms, folding doors between the classrooms remaining closed,

teachers sharing neither students nor instructional responsibili-

ties and each teacher assistant assigned to a single teacl-.er.

There were few team meetings.

Beginning with the second month of school the ban on visi-

tors was lifted and the first of what proved to be an incredible

number of visitors began to pour through. Attending to '-e curi-

osity of these guests stole precious time away from the instruc-

tional and supervisory functions of the team leaders and adminis-

trators.

Furthermore, the scheduling of instructional activities posed

severe problems fcr the 3-4 and 5-6 teams. Early in the fall the

3-4 team found their scheduling pattern had created far too much

student .movement and confusion. The problem was replicated in the

5-6 team who had tried a modular schedule. Their students also

were lost and confused. As the teams continued in their efforts

to develop more realistic schedules, they found their schedules

were becoming more and more traditional in nature.

Understandably the staff was considerably fatigued by Novem-

ber. As the number of visitcrs, scheduling problems and diffi-

cultieF with student discipline increased, teacher morale decreased.

There never seemed to be enough time to get things done. Earlier

wen he discovered that teachers were coming back to the building
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during the evenings and on Saturdays and taking stacks of work

home, the principal told them not to devote any tin-. beyond the

normal eight-hour working day on any aspect of th;if school work.

Nevertheless, by Christmas many of the teachers had been ill and

all of them were weary from the pressures of implementing the new

project.

Somewhat rejuvenated by January, the Efstutt staff devoted a

series of meetings to resolve some of the difficult, recurring

problems that had plagued their efforts. Alternative solutions

inclLded revamping the organization of the project, demanding ad-

ditional financial support, having curriculum coordinators give

up their $1000 additional salary to hire more teach.: assistants,

and lengthening the teacher assistants' working day. They finally

settled on the demand that the project director provide additional

financial support.

The project director approved additional funds to: add an

hour a day so that teacher assistants could be involved in plan-

ning efforts with the teachers; p..uvide additional compensation

for 3-4 and 5-6 team teachers to meet on two Saturdays to plan

ways to mprove instruction and student control; and bring in a

consultant in elementary school schedulinp. The consultant, how-

ever, had had no experience in elementary schools. Nonetheless,

the 5-6 team did develop a more satisfactory schedule which they

used during the balance of the year. By now the staff was making

a concerted effort to implement the DS program. They were begin-

ning to discuss the kinds of things they would like and the ciianges
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that would have to be made during the balance of the year and be-

yond. The instructional coordinator was pushing to have her job

description rewritten. There were discussions about the possibi-

lity of using teacher interns in place of teacher assistants for

the zoming year.

Despite signs that the staff was making some progress, cer-

tain problems persisted. Pupil control problems had not diminished

aid planning time for instructional activities was insufficient

still. These problems exacted their toll so that by April over

half of the teachers involved in the Efstutt differentiated staf-

fing project had formally requested transfers to other schools

or had made plans to leave the district. In addition, the princi-

pal had requested a transfer for one fourth grade teacher.

Although the staff continued to devote a great deal of ef-

fort to the DS implementation plan, as the school year drew to a

close, the district project director's suggestions for summer work-

shops were met with little enthusiasm by district faculty. In the

meantime, the principal had been transferred to another elementary

school in the district. At this point the Efstutt staff appeared

to have fallen short of the very goals they had set forth in their

deliberations of the previous summer. The funding at the district

level had been reduced considerably and there was some question

about whether federal funds for the project would be available for

the coming year.

o
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Mdior Implementation Barriers Identified

Throughout the year, a number of barriers could be seen to

thwart the project plans of the Efstutt faculty. They involved

all levels of personnel in the school and many of them were visible

throughout the year; ,

One such barrier was a lack of change-agent leadership. The

change-agent leadership at Efstutt Elementary S-Chool fell mainly

to the building principal. Although he had ten years' experience

as an elementary school principal, including five years at Efstutt,

was well-versed on the project, and had served as a member of

the district differentiated staffing committee, he found himself

bogged down with administrative problems once the school year be-

gan. In addition, his time was consumed by the influx of visitors,

increasing student discipline problems, endless paperwork and by

serving as a public relations officer. Consequently, he withdrew

from helping the staff implement their plan.

Other people who could 11,.ve provided changeagent leadership

were not able to. Although the instructional coordinator had a

great deal of experience and skill to offer, staff members did not

accept her attempts to provide leadership. The instructional team

leaders chose to interpret their job descriptions strictly, so

they seldom assumed leadership beyond managing their own teams.

The curriculum team leaders did little to function in this capa-

city. In all, although the Efstutt model identified potential

change-agent leaders, no one functioned fully in this role.
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Lack of understanding of the project was a second serious

barrier throughout the implementation effort. The original Over-

land District plan had been developed by two members of the cen-

tral office staff, who did not participa.e in the 1970 training

workshops. T'e two organizational charts and the job descriptions

which the staff developed as a model for implementation, were de-

vised with limited knowledge about what the district had in mind.

The principal was well-informed about differentiated staffing and

the Efstutt project, but the many demands on his time left him

with little time to share his understanding with the other staff

members.

No one who saw the project in its totality was able to influ-

ence the situation. The instructional coordinator seemed unaware

of the key aspects of the project such as individualized instruc-

tion, team teaching and scheduling. The staff focused on the re-

organized staffing dimension rather than on instructional changes.

But their initial lack of success with, among other things, flex-

ible scheduling, dampened their continued efforts in trying to

meet the goals of the project.

During this period, parents were particularly concerned with

sex education and family life planning proposals also being con-

sidered by the Overland District. When parent meetings were held,

.uestions foclsed on sex education and interest in DS was neglected.

The principal reported few parent calls about the new staffing

plan, but frequent comments about sex education. The presence of

a high-interest innovation had the effect of masking parent inter-
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est in Efstutt's DS plan.

Another barrier was the faculty's failure to give top pri-

ority to implementing the DS plan. Recurring problems of pupil

control, endless paperwork, pupil evaluation, interpersonal rela-

tions and instructional schedules plagued the participants all

year long. The staff's inability to resolve these recurring pro-

blems seemed to point out their lack of preparatica for the pro-

ject and in many ways explains why they fell behind in implemen-

ting it.

A most irksome issue was the inability to deal successfully

with student discipline problems. Because of the new staffing

plan and the proliferation of new roles, responsibility for stu-

dent misconduct was unclear. Many adults were reluctant to assert

themselves in unpleasant situations involving the supervision of

pupils. Students became adept in playing one adult against another

and in capitalizing on the most obvious weaknesses of the staff,

especially the scheduling difficulties.

The teachers never resolved the recurring problem of too much

work. How could they complete the endless paperwork for the pro-

ject itself? How could they evaluate the 40 pupils in each class-

room? How could they share responsibility with new program person-

nel? How could they work with teacher assistants who had neither

adequate released time nor adequate indoctrination? How could they

go about solving any of these problems when they were unfamiliar

with many aspects of the plan and were untrained and unprepared to

meet these eventualities? They could not and they did not.

Y
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The staff also experienced recurring problems in working out

adequate instructional schedules. The 3-4 team didn't come up

with a workable schedule until early winter -. The 5-6 team strug-

gled with a modular schedule approach until February. For some,

scheduling problems persisted throughout the year and for this

reason alone they found it difficult to concentrate on the DS im-

plementation.

Not only was there too much work, but also there was too little

time. Lack of time presented another barrier to planned change.

No one seemed to have adequate time for planning and related acti-

vities. The principal's time was consumed in the day-to-day busi-

ness of running the building. The teachers were faced with more

students per classroom, more student discipline problems, more

adults to relate to and coordinate, more team meetings and for

some, added leadership responsibilities. Moreover, even though

one of the key features of the program was to have teacher assis-

tants relieve the teachers of clerical and supervisory duties,

this did not occur, and the teachers were inundated with paperwork
41.

and other administrative details.

Yet another barrier presented itself as the unfulfilled need

for new role behaviors on the part of the project participants.

The goals of the project were abstract and general, and provided

little help to the project school staff in their attempt to re-

late goals to new behaviors.

The Efstutt staff was unable and, at times, unwilling to fol-

low the goals outlined in the district documents. The only other
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basis for project implementation was the recommended job descrip-

tions. The staff's inability to match job descriptions with ac-

tual behaviors created a vast discrepancy which was rarely acknowl-

edged and never bridged.

As a whole, the staff was unable to train themselves for new

ways of participation. The principal was not willing to delegate

responsibilities to the instructional coordinator or to other

staff members. He did not utilize the new chain of command and

relate to people in new ways. The teachers did not collaborate

in the instruction and evaluation of their pupils. They did not

release control of their students to the teacher assistants, a

prerogative which if exercised could have freed them to concen-

trate on other aspects of the implementation.

These barriers to the implementation of DS in Efstutt are

only broad headings for a whole range of problems which when ?dded

together contributed to the lack of success of the p;.oject. Hope-

fully, by uescribing them as in this paper, other staffs who have

considered embarking upon a similar venture will avoid the same

pitfalls.
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ROLE PROCESSES IN TEACHING TEAMS:

THE WORK ROLE OF THE PARAPROFESSIONAL

Robert B. Everhart

What is the role of any one job in an individual's work career?

What relationship exists between that job as perceived by the in-

dividual and by the orgaLization within which he works? These two

general questions provided the focus around which I examined the

career of 43 paraprofessionals in four different school settings

(Everhart, 1972). The schools were all involved in the implemen-

tation of Differentiated Staffing (DS) programs. These programs

entailed a differentiated set of positions, specified by job des-

criptions and accompanied by salary differentials according to the

level of skill, training and responsibility involved. The programs
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included a rather extensive use of paraprofessionals, seen as an

integral part of the Differentiated Staffing program.

This particular paper focuses upon one aspect of the parapro-

fessional's career--his work role. More specifically, we will

show how such work roles were determined as well as the impetus

which the paraprofessional's career played in that determination,

paying particular attention to the factors which permitted career

concerns to enter into the role processes.

After briefly considering the organizations within which these

paraprofessionals worked, we will describe the paraprofessionals

through the notion of "career types." This will be followed by a

discussion of the work role itself in terms of preferred and ob-

served role. We will then consider the evolution of the parapro-

fessional's work role as well as some determinants of that role.

A View of the Four Schools

The selection of the four schools to be included in the study

of the paraprofessional's careers was determined by the larger

project of which this study was a part (Charters, Introduction).

Three of the schools (an elementary, intermediate and senior high)

were located in a large district near a major metropolitan area.

The fourth (an elementary school) was located in a middle class

residential area in a city of about 100,000.

All of these schools were involved in the implementation of

Differentiated Staffing programs. The high school had begun some

preliminary work on the patterns of the proposed change as early

as the 1969-70 school year. The other two schools in the same
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district had become involved in the Differentiated Staffing pro-

ject early in 1970, and began the 1970-71 school year under the

auspices of the Differentiated Staffing project, funded in part

by the United States Office of Education.

The fourth school was involved in Differentiated Staffing

primarily as it was part of another project, termed the Arts Cen-

tered School. The nature of this project was to differentiate

the functions of the staff so that "the arts" (art, music, dance,

drama) could be made an integral part of the curriculum. While

this school had the longest physical history of any of the schools

(about ten years), it was in the first year of the Arts Project

when the CASEA study was initiated.1

While the numbers of paraprofessionals at the schools varied

from 18 to three, the same two-fold rationale for hiring parapro-

fessionals existed in all schools. One reason for their presence

was to relieve teachers of non-instructional duties so that they

could spend more time on "professional duties." A second ration-

ale focused upon the introduction of paraprofessionals to teaching.

School officials hoped that some, on the basis of the work experi-

ence, would decide to enter the profession on a permanent basis.

This function of the DS program, then, was to form a "career

1A word about method is in order. I myself conducted a field
study at one of the schools, and held interviews with paraprofes-
sionals at all schools. I personally did little observational
work at the other three schools, but relied upon my colleagues
at those schools to provide me with relevant data. For a full
description of methodological issues, see Everhart (1972); Jones,
Wacaster, Reynolds (all forthcoming).
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ladder" wherein individuals could enter the teaching profession

as paraprofessionals and work up as far as they desired.

The Career Types

Prior to their entrance into the job, paraprofessionals had

diverse histories. A variety of past jobs were evidenced inclu-

ding housewife, student, secretary, custodian, paraprofessional

and liquor salesman. Ages of the paraprofessionals ranged from

the low 20's to the low 50's. All had completed high school, and

some had graduate degrees. Some had worked previously in schools,

others were in a public school for the first time since they had

graduated from high school. This history of offices and statuses

may be thought of as the individual's objective career.

Paraprofessionals also varied in their, perceptions of that

career history, particularly as it related to their decision to

accept paraprofessional positions in the first place. Not all

viewed their pasts equally, and some even aad different perceptions

on similar experiences. The progression of the individual's past

and how it led to taking a paraprofessional position was thus per-

ceived within different frames of reference by many paraprofes-

sionals. We can term this more personal or phenomenological as-

pect of the individual's career his subjective career.

An individual's objective career and subjective career 2 are

2
The terms objective and subjective career were first used by
Hughes (1958, p. 63).
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not mutually exclusive, for there is a constant interaction between

them. Experiences within positions influence identities which in

turn affect the movement into new statuses and to roles which are

acted out or created within tnem. Such an interaction has impli-

cations for the positions in which the person perceives himself in

the future. It is this interaction of the paraprofessional's ob-

jective and subjective careers as they have implications for his

career in the future which produces what may be termed a "career

type" (Friedman, 1967, p. 233). An examination of the paraprofes-

sional's career in the four schools allowed for the construction

of three career types: Homemakers, Seekers and Thwarted Teachers.

Homemakers

Homemakers (of which they were 20) were married women, mostly

in their 30's, fairly well-educated and with children at home.

While most had experienced a variety of occupational roles in the

past, marriage and children had a significant impact on their oc-

cupational careers. Some began work after their last children

reached school age, but most had not worked since the birth of

their first child. For d 14,:ge number then, this job represented

their first since they had begun their familitc-

All Homemakers has graduated from high school, and the vast

majority had at least some education beyond high school. The

largest number (about half of the career type) had not attained

a degree from a four year college, but some had attended and grad-

uated from community colleges. Seven of the Homemakers had
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received a Bachelors degree, four had received teaching certifi-

cates and three of these had actually taught.

Homemakers did not visualize the job leading to any other

future position. Instead, most perceived the job (cr one with

similar working conditions) as the termination of their occupa-

tional careers. Generally speaking, the reasons for this can be

traced to the Homemaker's perceived impertance of her role in the

home, as the following comments illustrates

I have a husband and hope to keep him, and I'm not out to
make a career for myself. If I ever have to work, I will
probably go back into elementary educatim, but that cer-
tainly is not in my mind right now.

Another said:

I see myself in this position for as long as my children
are in school. Even if the position becomes full-time, it
would not involve fitting in lessons and I think as my
children got older I could fit in more full-time work. You
see, up until now I have been part-time and this is one
thing which really attracted me to this position.... So I
really see myself in this position at least until my hild-
ren get out of school. Some people can manage their -omes
well and some can't, and I just don't want to let my house-
work go down the drain.

Still another Homemaker reflected:

I am not projecting myself tec' many years ahead. I'm just
taking a few years at a time, b.c-Ille my first real obliga-
tion is, of course, to my family Lnd my home. This is some-
thing which I want to do, and I thrk it is good for my
morale. I think it is good for my whole family, because I
am not sacrificing them for the job.

As these statements suggest, the jon offered Homemakers ad-

vantages which were largely extrinsic to th-. job itself. Simul-

taneous.vacation periods with children, hours which coincided with

children's school hours, and the location of the job near place of

residence were all important benefits of the job. While the job
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was "exciting" to many, the larger reward structure of thediome-
I

maker lay not in work but in the home. Consequently, the job came

to be defined in terms of that reward structure, and they could

thus anticipate remaining in the job indefinitely.

Seekers

The second most numerous group of paraprofessionals was Seek-

ers. The 13 Seekers dift zed from Homemakers on a number of cru-

cial elements. First, they were wInerally younger than Homemakers,

the majority of Seekers being less than 30. Being younger also

had a bearing on the Seekers' families, as about one-third of them

had no children. Five of the Seekers were men and, with one ex-

ception, all were still attending college or directly out of college.

Many Seekers had previous contact with education in one form

or another. Some once had been certified teachers, other had sub-

stituted and still others had occupied part-time positions as teach-

er aides.

Seekers had more formal education than did Homemakers. Almost

two-thirds of the Seekers had a college degree, and some had some

sradLate training as well. Of the five people who had not received

a college degree, four were currently working on degrees which

could lead to teaching positions in the public schools.

While Homemakers, defined the paraprofessional position in

terms of its "fit" with their family responsibilities, Seekers

took the position because of a future but somewhat undefined in-

terest in a work career. Some were interested in the possibility
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of gradually returning to the work world. While most had families,

these women did not perceive their role in the home with the same

intensity as did Homemakers. Many had once worked in education

and had always had interests in a possible career in the field,

and they saw the job as a means by which they could evaluate those

past experiences within the context of their present circumstances.

As one Seeker told me:

Prior to this, I had never worked and I had always
thought that I would go back to school sometime. I

always knew I would go into teaching. So it wasn't
any new thing or new idea, it was just that I had post-
poned it for a number of years until the children were
old enough. Tha oldest one graduates from high school
this year and the youngest is in fifth grade.

Also included in the Seeker group were those who really did

not know much about teaching but took the job in order to explore

the field. Many of these people were still attending college and

had thought periodically about going into teaching at some later

point in time. For these Seekers, the paraprofessional position

offered an opportunity to explore the day-to-day workings of

schools before investing time and money in teacher training courses.

One person had been working on his Masters degree in a related

field, and had held a custodian's job while attending school. Re-

constructing his reasons for taking the position, he said:

I felt that this job would fit in better with my overall
occupational goals than dii sweeping floors. . . . Besides,
I have had an interest for quite a while now in public edu-
cation, and I thought that this job would be a good way of
examining those interests.

Finally, there were some Seekers who were not at all sure what

the job meant to them. Some had interests in education, but were
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still investigating ether areas and were vacillating as to which

route to choose. All of these Seekers were young, without family

responsibilities, and were in the process of casting about for

some kind of meaningful niche in life. The parer c, 'nal posi-

tion provided a temporary respite while they took -,ock of them-

selves and where they wanted to be.

I want to do something which is relevant and iorthwhile,
so I will have to wait until I find it. Besides that, it
is kind of hard to make plans for the future because your
life like happens and I hate to direct it when I feel that
I might miss something.

Id summary, some Seekers took the position to determine whether

or not to return to an educational career, others took it in order

to decide whether or not to enter an educational career. All Seek-

ers shared the characteristic of accepting the position as it might

serve some future occupational goal. The clarity of that goal was,

at least at the time they took the position, substantively indefi-

nite, as was their tenure in position.

Thwarted Teachers

The career type with the fewest number of individuals (eight)

was the Thwarted Teachers. These people wert all certified teach-

ers who had taken jobs as paraprofessionals due to their inabil-

ity to locate regular teaching positions after their graduation

from college. These paraprofessionals were victims of the sudden

teacher surplus which occurred in the late 60's and early 70's

after years of teacher shortages.

With one exception, the people in this career type were all
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under 25, and all had come to the job directly after having re-

ceived the' Igr.e and teaching certificate. Six of the eight

were marricc., 'Jut only one had children. All but one were female.

The relationship between career and paraprofessional posi-

tions was different for Thwarted Teachers than for those of the

other career types. Thwarted Teachers did not envision the posi-

tion either as the end of their work career or as a means of ex-

ploring career alternatives. Rather, they perceived some definite

benefits to be derived from this form of downward mobility. Gen-

erally, the benefits centered around using the position to make

themselves visible to as many professional school personnel as

possible. Becoming visible consisted of proving that one had the

.2.ompetencies to do what one had been trained to do, i.e., teach.

Through such actions, Thwarted Teachers hoped to gain prominent

places in the minds of principals and other personnel who made

recommendations on staff, and thus to have an inside track to any

vacancies that should arise in the future.

Taking the job was then a strategic move for the Thwarted Teach-

ers, and most saw it as such. As one Thwarted Teacher put it:

I looked at it [the job] as a stepping stone to what I
really wanted to do. It was a way of getting to what I real-
ly wanted. I think that anyone who took this job other than
for just some_hing to do or if you were semi-retired could
look at it as a means to some end. . . . You could be see-
ing what you would be doing, and it would also give you an
"in" with the district. That's the thing nowadays, it's
not what you knoto, it's who you know and the "in" that you
can get. Those are the hard facts.

Thwarted Teachers then were the only career type with defi-

nite occupational goals which they saw as attainable within a
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limited time. They had accepted the job in order to obtain an in-

side track to a regular teaching position, and they counted on

those positions opening up by the end of the year. Unlike Home-

makers and Seekers, Thwarted Teachers saw themselves in the para-

professional position for a definite and specified period of time,

and the shorter the better.

Generally speaking then, a career type is distinguishable by

the nature of one's occupational outlook at the time he took the

paraprofessional position. Type depends first on whether or not

the person plans a full-fledged occupational career in the ensuing

years, and second, given such an intent, its certainty with regard

to specific occupations. This classification of the paraprofes-

sionals in terms of career types is summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK BY CAREER TYPE

Occupational Outlook Career Type

No career intention Homemaker

Career intention, but committed
to no specific occupation Seeker

Career intention, committed to
teaching Thwarted Teacher

The Work Role of the Paraprofessional

Preferred Work Role

We have just noted that paraprofessionals had three fairly
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distinct reasons for becoming interested in the paraprofessional

position. ihese occupational outlooks appear to have implications

for the type of work which paraprofessionals might perforr.. We

might expect, for example, a Hometvaker with no career interests

to desire a different type of task than that preferred by a

Thwarted Teacher with very definite career interests. In the study,

we did find that paraprofessionals were quite explicit about the

type of work which they preferred as well as that which they wished

to avoid.

It is worthwhile to digress momentar.:ly and place these pre-

ferred tasks into some sort of perspective. One important dimen-

sion on which the tasks may be ordered is the degree to which they

are presumed to require the judgment or discretion of profession-

ally trained teachers. While there may be considerable disagree-

ment among educators about the classroom-related activities which

may be appropriate for paraprofessionals or other non-professionals

to perform (and while there is no definitive evidence on the ex-

tent to which a given task requires professional judgment) the di-

mension presented herein appears relatively unequivocal in its gen-

eral orientation.

At one extreme are the housekeeping chores and routine func-

tions of a low-instructional nature. These shade into such quasi-

instructional duties as grading papers, scoring tests, maintaining

pupil decorum, etc. It is these "low-instructional" tasks from

which the paraprofessional is expected to relieve the certified

teacher. At the other extreme of the continuum are activities

which epitomize the full exercise of professional discretion:
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independent responsibility for planning, teaching, and evaluating

one or more classes of students. These tasks are generally re-

garded the province of certified teachers and are termed "high-

instructional" tasks. Between the extremes, classroom-related

activities can be arrayed in an approximate manner according to

the degree of professional discretion which they require. These

tasks have been termed "medium-instructional" tasks. This range

of tasks which a paraprofessional might perform constitutes the

basis of the "Instructional Continuum," which (with illustrative

tasks) is presented in Figure 1 on the following page.

Returning now to the discussion of work roles and career types,

let us look first at Homemakers. Homemakers had become interested

in paraprofessional positions because it fit the rather limited

criterion they had established for employment. They preferred

flexible hours, wished to work less than eight hours a day, and

did not want to become involved in tasks which might extend beyond

the normal work day. Thus, while they were interested in the in-

volving aspects of the job (working with children, participation

in meaningful tasks), the conditions of work were of greater im-

portance to them. Given this understanding of the Homemaker's de-

sign on the job, we would expect them to prefer lcw-instructional

activities (those grouped to the left of the instructional con-

tinuum), or at most those medium-instructional activities listed

in Figure 1 which would require little or none of their time be-

yond the normal working day.

Seekers had become paraprofessionals because of an interest



Record keeping,
duplicating materials

1/..

Monitoring student
behavior in hallways,
lunchroom, etc.

Correcting written work

Giving individual help
to students

Working with small
groups on projects

Directing discussion
sessions, class recitation

Preparing and presenting
lessons to class

Continuous responsibility
for teaching sub-groups of
class

Plan course units, teach
class with teacher

Complete responsibility
for one or more classes
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in continuing in some unspecified work career. Public education

existed as one of those possible careers. No matter what the de-

gree of interest, exploration of a teaching career meant testing

the teaching situation and not simply observing it as one might

do if he spent most of his time in low-instructional tasks. One

would then expect the preferred role of Seekers to be fairly widely

distributed on the instructional continuum, but to be concentrated

rather substantially on the right of Figure 1, where instructional

activities requiring some independence on the part of the Seeker

were located.

Thwarted Teachers had determined that taking a job as a para-

professional was one way (and perhaps the only way) by which they

could obtain a regular teaching position next year. Since they

were interested only in certified teaching positions, their career

interests would not be served if they performed routine, non-in-

structional tasks. As many Thwarted Teachers indicated, and as

one might expect, activity preferences focused on those tasks lo-

cated at the far right of Figure 1. The less their activities

crept into the left of the continuum, the more advantageous it

would be for the Thwarted Teacher's future career.

Observed Work Role

!.e want to now examine the extent to which the paraprofes-

sionals were able to realize their work role perferences. Through

extensive observations and interviews, I was able to determine the

modal level of task performance which had occurred by the middle

of the school year.
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The only paraprofessionals who concentrated their activities

exclusively in the low-instructional domain were Homemakers. Some

did little more than perform typing, duplicating and filing activ-

ities. There were however, a substantial number of Homemakers

who were involved in medium-instructional activities such as the

supervision of reading groups or daily drill with small groups.

Most of these medium-instructional tasks were not particularly

demanding or burdensome, and few Homemakers found that they com-

peted to any significant degree with their role as a housewife.

It is of particular intere3t to examine the work role of three

Homemakers who were performing tasks further to the right of the

continuum than one might expect. Homemakers performing such tasks

had knowledge and experience in the area in which they were teach-

ing, and one of the Homemakers had previously been certified. Due

to certain manpower problems in the school, these Homemakers had

been asked to assume such instructional duties as being responsible

for a given number of classes for an extended period of time. Two

of the Homemakers agreed to take over these classes, but only after

some adjustments were made in their working conditions. Since

teaching such classes required them to prepare lessons, they de-

sired to work only half days so that work would not intrude into

their family life. The schools involved readily agreed to such an

arrangement. The third Homemaker had not requested such an adjust-

ment, and was spending six hours a day in the school in addition

to preparation work at home. By the middle of the year, she was

sorry she had agreed to this arrangement, as she was "putting in
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too much time into the job at the expense of my family."

Seekers sp'nt relacively little of their time in exclusively

low-instructional tasks. Rather, there was quite a degree of simi-

larity between their preferences and the role which they were per-

forming. While the range of role performance was greater for

Seekers than for any other career type, the compatibility between

where they were on that range and where they preferred to be was

usually quite close. For example, the younger male Seekers di-

rectly graduated or soon-to-be-graduated from college were most

heavily involved in medium- to high-instructional activities. Most

were gravitating toward a teaching career, and they realized that

the job provided them with an opportunity to experiment before

making a definite decision. Other Seekers who had once been close

to education in one way or another were now re-examining the field.

Because they now had family responsibilities, they were more inter-

ested in medium-instructional tasks, and by and large were able to

realize them.

About half of the Thwarted Teachers were involved in high-in-

structional tasks which afforded them quite a bit of flexibility

and autonomy. One Thwarted Teacher had full responsibility for

classroom instruction virtually every period of the day. In at

least two of the schools, Thwarted Teachers were actively involved

in planning lessons, teaching large class units for extended peri-

ods of time and making decisions as to materials and procedures.

In this sense, there was little difference between what these para-

professionals did and what a regular certified teacher would do.

I
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The remaining Thwarted Teachers were performing tasks of a

lower instructional level. These paraprofessionals were more in-

volved in tasks at the low-medium instructional level than were

the other paraprofessionals. None of these paraprofessionals were

satisfied with this arrangement since they saw the work as that

(as one put it) of "a high-priced secretary." At $2.50 an hour,

they weren't very high priced. Consequently, these Thwarted Teach-

ers were consistently attempting to gain more visibility through

jurisdiction over tasks much more commensurate with their designs

on the job.

Working Out the Work Role

For the vast majority of HOmemakers and Seekers, and for half

of the Thwarted Teachers, there was a high degree of similarity be-

tween role preference and role performance. In order to fully

understand how so many paraprofessionals became engaged in roles

compatible with career interests, we must first understand the ini-

tial expectations of paraprofessionals by the school staff.

By and large, role expectations for paraprofessionals we.te

minimal and very broadly conceived. Since paraprofessionals were

being used on a massive basis for the first time in all of the

schools, there was little institutional history to help define

their usage. Furthermore, the formalized specifications concern-

ing what the paraprofessionals were to do, permitted a great deal

of interpretation. The following statements are representative of

the job descriptions for the four schools which indicated para-
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professionals were to:

(1) assist teachers in the creation of learning packages
or programs.

(2) work in the instructional ervironment under the direc-
tion of the certified staff.

(3) implement instructional designs proposed by the certi-

fied staff members.

While these statements reflect the statements drawn up by three

of the schools, one school had no formalized job descriptions for

paraprofessionals whatsoever.

The year then began with some degree of uncertainty about

what the paraprofessionals were to do. In virtually all cases,

the paraprofessionals felt that little if any information pertain-

ing to their duties was provided them. While the topic was dis-

cussed, the discussion was typically unspecific, as the following

statements indicate:

I asked him what our role would be and he said that he
really didn't know and couldn't tell me. He said that it

was a new program and that we would be under somebody's
jurisdiction. I remember that at the time I talked to him,

there was no written specification as to what we were sup-
posed to do.

It was really rough, very sketchily drawn out what they

wanted me to do. The job turned out to be much larger than

that which they had in mind because they had never worked

with this schedule. Also, they were not sure how much time
I could devote to it. So it was a real rough skei:ch, and
we figured that we would probably be developing it as we
went along.

As we can then see, the role skeleton which described the parapro-

fessianal's expected activities had little flesh on it. About the

only stipulation was that the paraprofessional somehow "assist"

the teachex, therein being implicit assumptions regarding a hier-
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archical relationship. Once the school year began, there did ap-

pear to exist a high degree of discretion space within which the

teacher and the paraprofessional could operate.

Such a discretion space would conceivably allow for a wide

variety of behaviors. Paraprofessionals could have performed all

low-instructional tasks, all high-instructional tasks, or any

random combination of tasks in between. But, as we have already

seen, such was not the case, for some pattern of task performance

did exist. What seems to have had an important influence upon

role performance was the career type of the paraprofessional. The

manner in which such was operative is best understood by next ex-

amining the role of the paraprofessional in the on-going instruc-

tional environment.

At two elementary schools where over 75 per cent of parapro-

fessionals were located, teachers relied quite heavily upon the

paraprofessionals to perform many of the instructional functions

within the classroom setting. This was partly due to the school's

use of the funds to hire large numbers of papaprofessionals as op-

posed to certified teachers. While this did give them more bodies

for the book, it also led to the number of instructional sections

being reduced and a subsequent increase in class size. Almost all

teachers had a paraprofessional assigned to them, and since teach-

ers had so many more students with which to contend, they often

tended to place pressure on the paraprofessionals to take over as

many professional duties as they would accept. Consequently, the

structure of work and the division of labor within the operating
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selling appeared to influence more Involvement by paraprolessioaalH

in at least two of the schools. 3

In many respects then, teachers became structurally dependent

upon paraprofessionals to perform many classroom activities. This

dependency existed because many of the important daily activities

could never be accomplished without the aid of the paraprofessional.

Classes were often divided into sections with both the teacher and

the paraprofessional working with a given section. At one of these

schools situations existed wherein entire classes in areas such as

Physical Education and Art and Crafts had been scheduled a year in

advance, and because of the reduction in classroom teachers, none

were available to teach the sections. Thus, the help of parapro-

fessionals had to be enlisted.

Even in those cases where paraprofessionals merely performed

routine chores, a dependency relationship existed. I witnessed

many cases where even though paraprofessionals were involved in

low-level instructional tasks, the teachers preferred that parapro-

fessionals do more. Teachers counted heavily upon the paraprofes-

sionals to grade papers, file, duplicate material, supervise small

groups, and the like. The teachers didn't want to return to per-

forming this type of work, so if the paraprofessional felt more

comfortable in this role than in preparing instructional materials,

30ther studies have pointed out that teachers have a fear that
paraprofessionals might "take over" many of the _asks which were
professional in nature. While such did in fact occur in these
four schools, it is interesting to note that many teachers en-
couraged such an expansion of the paraprofessionals' role, see
Bowman and Klopf (1967, p. 7).
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then so be it! Here and in the other dependency relationships,

paraprofessionals were provided a power base within which they

were able to negotiate the work role most favorable to their career

aspirations.

The dependency of the teacher on the paraprofessional had a

substantial effect in not only the establishment of a role para-

meter, but in subsequent adjustments to that role. A significant

tool used in such an adjustment process was the information gained

by paraprofessionals while working with groups of students. Be-

cause teachers often did not have detailed information about some

of the students with whom the paraprofessional was working, they

had to rely on the paraprofessional for information on their pro-

gress, significant problems which students might have, special

student interests, and so forth. Possession of such information

allowed the paraprofessional to adjust or modify his work role ac-

cording to his career interests. For example, Homemakers quite

often recommended, that the teacher work with those students who

were too demanding for the paraprofessional, such as those stu, nts

who had progressed beyond the point where the Homemaker could just

listen to them read or supervise their activities. If students

were into work which required some outside preparation by the Home-

maker, she usually requested that the teacher take responsibility

for these children.

Given the same type of students, Thwarted Teachers and some

Seekers often requested that they keep such students, or get more

of them. They often told classroom teachers that they were pro-
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gressing along well with such students, that the students were pro-

gressing well with them, or that some of the new ideas which they

had tried out had worked well. On some occasions, members of these

career types wer^ noted telling teachers that the students them-

selves had requested to work with a particular paraprofessional.

To a Seeker wanting to try out teaching, or a Thwarted Teacher at-

tempting to prove his ability, access to such information on stu-

dents and the dependency of teachers on them were all important

elements of role formation. We can thus see how the paraprofes-

sionals were able to utilize the power they had as a result of some

minimal dependency upon them by professional personnel.

Some Organizational Determinants

It would be an oversimplification to assume that all of the

variation in role performance of paraprofessionals was attributable

to career type. While elements of career type did seem to play a

very significant role, one cannot overlook some of the structural

features of the schools which may have accounted for work role.

We now will examine briefly some of those characteristics.

First, we should note that the level of involvement of parapro-

fessiorals in instructional activities was generally lower in ele-

mentary schools than la either the intermediate or senior high

schools. This itself might account for the relatively low-level of

task performance at two of the elementa'ry schools, although there

were paraprofessionals of the same career type at another school who

were more heavily involved in instructional activities. It does
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seem, however, that the curriculum at elementary schools is such

that more low- and middle-range instructional tasks (such as play-

ground and lunchroom supervision, listening to children read and

recite, deskto-desk help, and the like) are required of parapro-

fessionals than are required at tiva more subject-oriented secon-

dary schools.

Another structural feature affecting role performance was the

instructional technology of the classroom, i.e., the manner in

whi-:11 curricular events were orgAnized and presented. Material

presented through workbooks, where the student proceeds at his own

pace, as oDnc,sed to material presented through lecture or discus-

sion in small groups, has different implications for the role per-

formance of both the teacher and the paraprofessional as they pro-

ceed through a unit. The latter requires that considerably more

continuous direction (and thus possibly formal presentation) be

pro.ided by the seminar leader. Thus,.role performance of para-

professionals in ISCS Science sometimes differed from that in

Language Arts, career type held constant.

A third factor which appeared to have some influence on role

performance was the division of labor in the instructional unit to

which the paraprofessional was assigned. Although there was not a

sufficeint number of cases to allow for a meaningful comparison,

it did appear that where paraprofessionals were assigned to oper-

ating teams as opposed to individual teachers, task behavior was

of a different nature. The Thwarted leachers who were assigned to

operating teams, displayed a relatively low-level of involvement
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in high-instructional activities which may have been due to the

number of people who had a claim on their services. It is pos-

sible that the ability of the paraprofessional to be an important

influence in the definition of his own role and the dependency of

the teacher on him grew out of the closed environment of a rela-

tively self-contained instructional unit. The division of labor

in the instructional team was much more complex, and the teachers

appeared to rely more heavily upon other members of the team as

well as the paraprofessional. Thus, the complexity of the divi-

sion of labor in the operational team may have dispersed the power

base of the paraprofessional, and provided less frequent an oppor-

tunity to work out arrangements more conducive to his career type.

We should a3Jo mention a few items attributable to "organiza-

tional climate." All schools were heavily involved in a series of

Interpersonal Relations (IPR) workshops, tne purpose of which was

to facilitate "communications skills," reduce status barriers, and

generally to facilitate power equilization among members. There

is some indication that one of the outcomes of these' workshops was

to reinforce, if not to produce, a norm of equality whereby all

members of the organization were deemed to be on equal footing in-

sofar as the right to govern their own work was concerned.. These

workshops then may have induced the teaching staff to allow the

paraprofessionals considerable flexibility to determine their own

work role.

4The relationship between organizational development (OD) prac-
tices and implementation of innovations is examined in C. Thompson
Wacaster, forthcoming.
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The Nature of Roles in Instructional Change

This paper has dealt with the work role of the paraprofes-

sional and how it was determined. A rather strong positive rela-

tionship between the paraprofessional's career aspirations and

role performance was found, and we concluded that the paraprofes-

sional himself was an influeatial factor in the manner in which

his work role developed.

We were particularly interested in the processes by which

those jobs came to be. We found that the paraprofessional's role

came to be defined via a bargaining or negotiation process which

went on between the paraprofessionals and professional personnel.

The negotiation process qua process was rather similar in all in-

stances, but the issues discussed, debated, and decided were not;

we thus saw three somewhat distinct patterns of role performance

somewhat similar to the preferred role of the three career types.

Thus, the impetus of the negotiation process, while often appear-

ing rather haphazard, was actually patterned around the career

considerations of the paraprofessionals. Other factors, more or-

ganizational in nature, also appear to have influenced the nego-

tiation process in that they established certain parameters within

which that negotiation took place.

Such findings, limited as they are, should alert us to a num-

ber of interdependent but perhaps analytically distinct issues.

First, it appears we should pay closer attention to that which

people in schools actually do, rather than what we think they do

or what they are supposed to do. As we noted, "paraprofessionals"
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performed a wide array of tasks, many which teachers might nor-

mally perform. Examining what the paraprofessional actually did

and trying to ascertain why they were so engaged allowed us to

see that his role was more the creation wrought by him and other

organizational members than it was a pre-defined slot into which

he was dropped.

Related to this, the study speaks to some of the major re-

alterations in school organization now occurring or on the horizon.

There is a growing movement away from the "egg-crate" or self-

contained classroom and toward the open-space school. This is

usually acc3m2anied by some form of team teaching. One signifi-

cant product of such a change is the increased interaction which

may occur among staff members when work is the province of many

rather than one. Given this situation, and the notoriously dif-

ficult task of defining what we are about in education, it would

seem that roles and role behavior will be increasingly derived

from the interaction of unit members through time, and possibly

somewhat irrespective of alleged status differences.

The study of paraprofessionals also addresses the larger topic

of this symposium--instructional innovation and organizational

change. As implied in the papers of the other participants, the

innovative programs in our schools did not just happen, rather

they were defined, created, re-defined and re-created. Accordingly,

the roles of organizational members were similarly invented, ex-

panded, and altered. Both researchers and policy makers may wish

to pay particular attention to those factors which influence the
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evolution and development of roles in organizational settings.

It may well be these factors will tell us much about "planned"

organizational change.

106
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CHANGING TO A MULTIUNIT SCHOOL

John S. Packard

In reporting findings from CASEA case studies of the efforts

of four schools to implement differentiated staffing, Charters

and Pellegrin (forthcoming) provide both fresh insight into the

implementation process and tacit reaffirmation for other less

novel, more broadly shared conceptions of innovation in schools.

With regard to the latter, by implication, two impending axioms

are once again brought into light: the probability of nonfulfill-

ment is great, and knowledge of how to implement, if it exists,

is a well-guarded secret. Sustenance for these conclusions is

drawn from two major findings: Charters and Pellegrin report
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that all four schools fell considerably short of their own pro-

ject goals and they provide 12 generic implementation problem

themes or barriers to explain why. 1

The Charters- Pellegrin report of implementation labors and

underlying problems will certainly aid further explorations of

this little-known period in the life of an educational innovation.

Yet their findings with regard to barriers are not surprising.

Similar observations have been recorded in other implementation

studies (Gross, Giacquinta and Bernstein, 1971; Smith and Keith,

1971); they match what logically follows from the knowledge con-

cerning schools as an organizational type (Bidwell, 1965; Carlson,

1964), and reflect properties of the traditional school work cul-

ture (Pellegrin, forthcoming; Willower, 1970). That is, rather

than being characteristic of just the implementation period, im-

plementation barriers, as reported by Charters and Pellegrin, seem

more like pervasive institutional features which become quite

visible in times of stress.

That problems encountered in the implementation period might

be thought of as steadfast barriers may be misleading. As noted,

such properties seem to chaiacterize most public schools, not

just those which adopt differentiated staffing. Furthermore, im-

1
Implementation barriers include unclear goals, assumptions that
appropriate behavioral changes will follow structural changes,
statements of values and project objectives, unrealistic time
perspective, untrained staff, role overload, lack of resources,
lack of evaluation technology and the ideology of teaching self-
governance, see Charters and Pellegrin (forthcoming).
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plementation may be successful elsewhere in spite of these pro-

blems. Finally, because schools studied by the Charters-Pellegrin

research team had not resolved their problems and either abandoned

the project officially or had made little progress by the time the

investigation had ended, the inability to overcome persistent pro-

blems may be the primary barrier and not the problems or their

sources. More practically, due to the performance of these schools,

factors which might facilitate the implementation of differentiated

staffing could not be uncovered.

In response to these subsequent considerations, a more modest

study was devised by CASEA staff members to begin to answer two

pressing questions: "What were the problems of schools during

the period in which they had implemented a collaborative staffing

model? How were these problems solved?" The line of reasoning

underlying these dual, guiding questions reflects the continued

search for facilitators in the implementation process. If most

schools experience similar difficulties while attempting to imple-

ment one or another model of collaborative staffing, then that

which distinguishes relatively complete implementation may be that

some significant number of key problems have been solved. The

search for facilitators focused on the identification of problems

and their resolution in schools where staff reorganization had

taken place.

Investigators conducted week-long retrospective case studies

in four elementary schools which had made considerable progress

in implementing a collaborative staffing model, the Multiunit
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School.
2

This paper reports the major findings, of the four case

studies by grouping observations in categories of central organi-

zational changes conceivably implicated in the changeover to a

collaborative teaching model. The delinedtion of implementation

problems encountered by these schools occupies the major share of

this paper. Unfortunately, and for reasons to be discussed later,

resolutions to specific problems are altogether absent here. 3

Methodology

Multiunit (MU) Schools are a fact of life in certain parts of

the country, especially in Wisconsin as a result of the efforts

of the R & D Center in Madison (Education, U.S.A., 1972; Multiunit

Newsletter, 1972). Through various procedures (Charters, Intro-

duction; Carlson, forthcoming), four Multiunit Schools in Wiscon-

sin were chosen for this study on the bases that sufficient imple-

mentation progress had been made and that recollections of the im-

plementation period were still fresh. Each of the schools agreed

to permit a researcher to "live in" for one week to interview staff

and other personnel and to prepare case histories of their findings.

2
Multiunit structural characteristics include several teaching
units of usually five professionals each and 150 students. Each
unit has a lead teacher and all unit leaders and the principal
form a faculty council to coordinate school-wide affairs (Klaus-
meier, 1971).

3Members of the research team were Richard 0. Carlson, Harry F.
Wolcott, Robert B. Everhart and the author. This summary report
is singularly the responsibility of the author. Greater detail
will be provided in a final report now being prepared by Richard
0. Carlson (forthcoming).
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The Problem Pattern

With regard to the implementation histories unraveled, the

four schools are impressive in terms of their dissimilarities.

Each exists in a unique context and each has its own story to

tell. Had there been a broader search for causes of implementa-

tion, a major conclusion might have been: there seem to be at

least four different ways to install the same staffing pattern.

Even this is somewhat unwarranted in that the research resulted

in the identification of implementation problems and not factors

contributing to success. However, judgments about important faci-

litating factors have been made (Carlson, forthcoming).

The variety of implementation problems recorded gives rise

to a common central impression even though there are not a great

many specific parallels across all four cases. Problems come in

waves depending upon the stage of implementation. Certain pro-

blems appear initially, while others lay further down the road.

As time passes, implementation progress increases the variety and

complexity of the problems which arise. Early failure probably

would mean that problems would be reduced and that life would be

simpler for lack of progress.

Apart from implementation progress, problems are tied to

another major factor--the fragile status of the innovation. Though

new ideas and novel practices undoubtedly seem robust enough to

their advocates, when placed in the public education institutional

setting, they are vulnerable and extinguishable. The merest trouble

or the slightest mistake may squelch them. Problems arise because
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new practices require constant protection.

The following analogy may reinforce these points. Consider

a man trying to light a fire on a cold, bleak and windy mountain.

Consider also that he is freezing, afraid of attracting wild ani-

mals and not quite sure how to build a fire. His implementation

problems will be tandem. First, there is the problem of gather-

ing kindling and then one of fashioning a gradation of fuel so

that eventually large pieces will catch hold. Then comes the pro-

blem of igniting the kindling which entails waiting for the wind

to die down, finding a protected spot and making fingers work.

If the fire is not started, implementation problems are over.

But suppose the kindling starts up. New orders of problems

are created. He must protect and nuture the flame. He must not

burn himself or attract too much attention from predators to whom

he previously had been invisible. He must feed the fire and

catch the larger pieces. Once underway, he must maintain a stock-

pile of fuel. He may even feel obliged to help others who wish

to build fires of their own. Certainly they will ask for help.

Implementation Problems

The implementation activities of schools can be viewed in

many ways. In this paper a nine-category classification model

has been used primarily to show the relationship between implemen-

tation problems and major organizational changes implied by or

observed in the transition from the conventional elementary school

pattern to a collaborative teaching model. Seven rather well-
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known categories of the classification model denote the following

organizational changes: (1) the redistribution of authority, (2)

the redistribution of power, (3) division of labor, (4) teaming,

(5) visibility, (6) shifts in the reward structure and (7) changes

in flow of communication. Two additional categories which refer

to organizational responses due in part to changes in the above

areas, have been named (8) standardization and (9) incorporation.

Of the nine categories listed above, the first seven were

chosen initially to serve as foci about which the many observa-

tions in all four case histories might be organized. They were

flat categories in that all received equal conceptual weight be-

fore data was fitted into them. As the reader will see, each of

the seven signal actual organizational changes; However, some

changes did not result in implementation problems and some cate-

gories are devoid of such problems. Generally speaking, problems

located in these categories were relatively minor.

The final two categories are derived from observations which

did not fit into any of the seven previous (originally-selected)

ones. These two, standardization and incorporation, catch the

brunt of the two major problems faced by the four schools: the

vastly increased work demands and task environment criticism.

Standardization and incorporation also represent organizational

responses to the two major implementation problems.

Redistribution of Authority

The locus of formal, binding decision making in MU schools



shifts from individuals to groups, teaching units and the faculty

council, and crosses traditional domains; unit leaders help make

instructional as well as school-wide administrative decisions.

These changes nay violate the norm of autonomy-equality, severely

alter the principal's conventional role and create stress between

unit desires and administrative concern for school-wide coordina-

tion. However, the establishment of units, unit leaders and the

faculty council did not result automatically in the above pattern.

Key differences among schools appeared t, hinge on whether or

not unit leaders were appointed. In the one school where unit

leaders emerged following a year of experimentation, units were

relatively self-reliant, conducted their internal affairs without

assistance and for the most part, carried out their external af-

fairs without gaining clearance from the principal. The school

abandoned the regular schedule of coup it meetings and replaced

it with a deliberative system which handled "critical" issues

raised by any staff member.

Conversely, where leaders were appointed, faculty council

meetings were held on a regular basis, dealt with forgone and tri-

vial issues, avoided or neglected troublesome topics, and were

dominated by the principal who set the agenda and ran the show.

Outside the council meetings, the principal was generally consulted

to approve many of the activities w' 'ch the units intended to per-

form.

This pattern affected the formal unit meetings. Self-reliant

teams tended to deal with internal affairs, whereas teams with ap-
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pointed leaders spent much time reviewing faculty council minutes

and operated by the council's agenda. However, beyond these dif-

ferences, internal decision making followed a consistent scheme

across units. Joint decisions involving all members concerned

orientation points, gross and general commitments (i.e., to change

the reading schedule or to adopt multi-aged homerooms) and were

"subject to change." Operational decisions, that is, whether and

how to implement orientation decisions, w.re usually made by sub-

groups, often grade-level associates, and by individual teachers.

Operational decisions were made outside the unit meetings, infor-

mally and independently. Teacher's regarded implementation as

more important than setting unit policy and frequently complained

that unit meetings took time away from more useful work.

Most unit leaders were not objectionable to team members.

Leaders played down their status by refusing released time or pay

increases in some cases, and by coordinating rather than domina-

ting unit meetings. Moreover, they often did much more work than

other members. Teachers viewed the faculty council functions of

the unit leader as extra duties rather than as special privileges.

Over all, there was little attempt by those occupying super-

ordinate positions to impose their will on others. Although tea-

chers continued to exercise much discretion, considerable influ-

ence was effectuated informally and subtly in interactions outside

of scheduled meetings. Although principals saw their roles as

changed, none reported feeling the loss of decision-waking pre-

rogatives.
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After two or more years in the MU design, redistributed

authority was not problematic. Only in one case, the school with

"elected" un5v leaders, where the self-reliance of units was most

obvious, did problems emerge. Teachers in other schools in the

district were openly critical.

Redistribution of Power

In conventional elementary schools independent teachers make

uncoordinated demands upon organizational resources. In a colla-

borative arrangement permanent faculty groupi may represent more

pcwerful agents, not only with regard to making their demands

felt, but also with regard to intergroup competition over limited

resources and in setting school-wide priorities. However, neither

the units nor the faculty councils in the case schools seemed es-

pecially alert to the influence they might muster. Resource al-

location continued to follow some sort of equity logic and even

minor skirmishes were not observed or recorded. Principals were

neither insecure about their organizational status nor did they

exhibit fear of emasculation.

While this lack of muscle flexing could be expected, there

are at least two areas in which increased power or control over

resources was indicated. In the more definite case, units exerted

considerable influence in hiring new members. While in most

schools, the unit leader and the principal collaborated in the

selection of a team member, in at least one school the hiring

process was carried out almost entirely by the members of the
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unit. As for the other, more speculative case, MU schools joined

regional associations for mutual support. In one of these asso-

ciations (it was repuced) bonuses for supervising student tea-

chers were placed into a regional kitty. Otherwise, these net-

works had begun to function as informal job placement agencies

for those experienced in the team approach. Should such trends

continue, these associations may generate substantial commitments

and be able to influence their members' organizations.

For the most part, it was not evident that power had become

centered in newly formed groups. Nor was there much evidence to

suggest that different parties sought to accrue power or thought

in terms of increased organizational control. Instead, the fair-

ness and equity educators typically espouse was practiced, at

least with regard to other adults, and permeated most considera-

tions of resource distribution and school-wide priorities.

Division of Labor

Major problems in the early stages following adoption have to

do with developing the curriculum and implementing the instruc-

tional program. In the beginning both sets of tasks were faced

by a scantily prepared staff at the same time students appeared.

There were myriad details to work out including setting up groups

of students, developing class schedules and making and carrying

out teaching assignments. Instruction was expected to show mani-

festly greats- rationality consistent with a philosophy of indi-

vidualization; diagnostic tests had to be prepared, administered,
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scorer', and summarized; lessons appropriate to a variety of diag-

noses had to be anticipated, readied and implemented; the effects

of instruction had to be assessed and new tests delivered, scored,

summarized and so on. In response to these markedly accelerated

work demands, units had to hold an enormous number of meetings

and divide the labor.

That new divisions of labor may be problematic in the first

years of implementation seems somewhat irrelevant. Rather, divi-

ding up the labor was a response to a great many problems. The

alternative being to abandon the entire project; that teams divi-

ded the labor may be looked upon as an indication of effort and

commitment on their part. There are two ways in which labor was

divided in these schools: (1) departmentalization, each person

developed and presented lessons in one subject area exclusively

and (2) prioritization, all members worked jointly on the develop-

ment of lessons in one top-ranked subject area until it was reason-

ably polished. Otherwise, each teacher presented lessons in all

academic areas.

While these two solutions were beneficial in that work was

manageable, each led to problems. Departmentalization was boring

and after two years in this mode teachers gladly became genera-

lists once again. Departmentalization led to conflict with spe-

cial teachers of art, music and physical education. Seeing their

areas usurped in the units' curriculum development process, spe-

cial teachers complained bitterly. This has yet to be resolved.

Prioritization was a slow, tedious process where one subject area
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was out of line with the others. Instruction in other areas was

thought to be either better or worse than in the developing one.

This forced an uncomfortable reconciliation, making it difficult

to actually prioritize. Work in other areas started ahead of

schedule. However, prioritization avoided conflict with special

teachers since these areas were ranked low.

Teachers did not specialize by student characteristics (other

than by grade level), group size or instructional tasks. When or

if teachers do, the problems associated with divided labor might

be studied fruitfully. For the present, divided labor is best

viewed as a short-term solution to manage increased work demands.

Seemingly, once curriculum development is over, teachers want to

perform all tasks.

Visibility

Increased opportunities for faculty members to view one

another is thought to be problematic primarily because teachers

may be more vulnerable to professional criticism by colleagues.

Indeed, the potential risks accompanying the absence or diminu-

tion of walls upset a substantial segment of at least one school's

faculty, making them reluctant to begin the teaming operation.

Yet, in this regard, increased visibility had not proven to be a

serious problem. The reduction of physical Carriers was in and

of itself insufficient to make teachers more critical or vulnerable.

While during the first weeks of teaming, the presence of others

was felt acutely, many teachers maintained that they adjusted

quickly to all the new sights and sounds. This is more than a
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shift in perception threshold or sensory adaptation, however.

Certainly routine serves to blend many distractions into back-

ground noise. Particular distractions are not as easily handled,

and areas of considerable student activity, the media center, the

special education class, the physical rehabilitation group and

the kindergarten were located in separate rooms or sealed off by

walls of "movable" furniture. Often "ordinary" classes were ar-

ranged so that teachers faced one another while the various groups

of students were back-to-back.

For a number of reasons criticism of team members, their tech-

niques and styles occurred infrequently, if at all. Class-time

observation was difficult. Since teachers were busy at the same

time and separate, they did not attend to what others were doing.

By the same token, teachers went to some lengths to avoid calling

attention to themselves. Some teachers reported cutting out plays,

singing and games. Students were rarely disciplined by shouting.

One unit took pride in the notion that in their area a falling pin

hitting the carpet could be heard. The purpose of these mufflers,

teachers said, was to avoid interferring with other classes.

As a result of these adaptations, the variety of experiences

teachers normally provide (in conventional classrooms) may be re-

duced. Some recognized this, reporting they were less likely to

try "new things." An educational problem with collaboration may

be the low level of peer criticism. On the other hand, this fea-

ture may enhance implementation of a collaborative design since

friendship and cooperation often thrive in the absence of criti-
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Both instrumentally and practically, teaming implies getting

along well enough to work together. Teachers frequently cham-

pioned the quality of interpersonal relations among unit members

as the key to implementation. For many, collaboration was asso-

ciated with personal cost as well as with personal gain. While

most units had a history free from severe internal rupture and

exhibited close interpersonal involvements and relatively intense

work relations, some units suffered internal strife. When serious

trouble occurred, minimal effort was given to collaboration and

the units existed in name only. The quality of interpersonal re-

lations did, in fact, seem crucial in determining whether a team

established itself.

The reasons given for interpersonal problems were many. The

root issue seemed to be the degree to which unit decision bound

individual members or subgroups to definite behaviors and appro-

ches. When conflict arose, failure to reclaim the aggrieved party

by expressing sympathy or by argumentation evoked the time-heals-

all-wounds strategy. When disharmony persisted, interest in fence

mending diminished, team members drew back and team operations

lagged along until the dissenting members were replaced.

In silent testimony to the growth and course of interpersonal

relations among unit members were the "moving desks." In some

cases upon forming into units, members located their desks in
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separate corners. Over time, the desks moved progressively closer

together finally touching near the center of the instructional

area. According to those who experienced this, the process was

below consciousness; seemingly, the desks were self-propelled.

When there was rancor, the desks separated, each retreating to a

remote corner. When promise continued to grow, the cluster of

furniture moved intact to the periphery of the instructional area.

Members of some units made a covenant to work together.

Others displayed a united front on most matters. Units that ran

smoothly invoked reputed expertise, experience or hard work as a

means to legitimate cooperation. "Being sensitive to the feelings

of others," explained one unit leader, is the way to maintain

pleasant relations in the team. Operationally, this appeared to

mean careful avoidance of issues or statements which would cause

hard feelings.

Rewards

In collaborative arrangements elementary teachers may be ex-

pected to share equipment, materials, lessons, space and children

with other unit members. In the shift from personal to group

property, teachers may lack fulfillment and lose pride in owner-

ship of, as well as feelings of responsibility for, classroom

events. In addition, teachers may find in colleagues a relatively

important source of reward. Drifting away from normal to somewhat

novel means of fulfillment could be resisted by teachers as well

as cause for parents and others to discredit the team approach.
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Our observations indicate some of these predictions are well-

grounded.

Many teachers in these schools said that they enjoyed rela-

tions with team members and at times displayed considerable loy-

alty to the unit. Since students moved among teachers for classes,

the sense of owning children and the rewards from getting close

to them seem diminished. Indeed, certain children went unnoticed

until a colossal mistake or a parental complaint enlarged their

profile. Naturally, such lapses were sources of frustration and

embarrassment. On the other hand, ownership of objects and areas

was maintained. Within the unit's domain, space and equipment

were reserved for teachers. Each operated in a fixed area with

both physical and symbolic boundaries which, one noticed, other

teachers usually did not cross unless children were absent. When

children were present, teacher interactions took place in neutral

or jointly owned areas.

Teachers collaborated in curriculum development efforts and

in preparing new lessons for the unit but did not freely part with

personal, independently developed lessons. To illustrate, student

teachers were able to use unit materials but had to build their

own lessons in areas the unit had not developed. As a token, one

team gave its student teachers a portfolio of special lessons, e.g.,

holiday activities, °I the last day of student teaching.

As noted, one problem associated with the enlarged arena of

rewards was losing track of children. This was often regarded as

an unfortunate consequence of being too busy and out of touch with
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students. For some, these incidents illustrated the need to re-

turn to "the old way." For others, overlooked children were un-

fortunate mistakes but excusable in that "truly individualized

instruction" was becoming a reality. Many teachers found work

relations with colleagues to be both pleasant and beneficial--ad-

ditional reasons for not abandoning the team approach.

Communication Flow

Our observations support earlier findings regarding communi-

cation patterns in Multiunit Schools (Pellegrin, 1969). Units

were loci of comfortable and frequent work-related conversation;

the principal talked with unit leaders more or less exclusively

and thus was removed as the hub of the flow of much information.

Loci of intense communication were unit planning areas, the faculty

lounge, unit and faculty council meetings. Informal links tended

to parallel formal communication structures vertically (teacher-

unit leader, unit leader-principal) and horizontally (limited in-

teractions between and among units, but a relatively high volume

of communication among members of the same unit).

That problems were associated with these patterns was not

obvious. However, considerably limited information links may re-

sult in systematic misperception (Packard and Willower, 1972) and

indeed, unfounded rumors, jealousies and feelings of superiority

characterized somewhat the feelings of unit members for other

units. That these resulted from constrained channels of cummuni-

cation or only indicate a natural competitiveness between and
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among units could not be determined. However, competitiveness

among units and systematic misperception of teachers in other

units were noticed ard might become foci of yet other studies.

Then too, in that unit leaders are major information links, the

principal and unit members risk being vulnerable to manipulation

and error by being badly informed. However, we have no evidence

to support this proposition. In fact, some unit leaders tended

to the other extreme--perhaps distributing more information than

was sought.

Standardization

As used here, standardization refers to the forces and the

responses to forces which resulted in all units in a school adopt-

ing the same procedural characteristics. In a school all units

employed the same report cards, lunch schedule, book lists, meet-

ing routines, class schedules and so on. Most had adopted the

same curriculum development priorities and daily work models.

While it may seem odd to attach significance to these facts, be-

hind such "normal" behaviors may be something worthy of note. For

example, during site selection, we found an energetic, enterpris-

ing unit unable to publish its own newsletter to parents until

all other units agreed to do so. It was also noted that while

each school admitted to a wide range of instructional excellence

among its units at the same time it tolerated only limited varia-

tion in operating procedures.

Clearly, administrative problems are lessened and economies
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of scale are preserved when all units follow the same procedures.

Naturally, the innovation embodies a new set of standard proce-

dures which apply equally to all units. Yet there is a third

pervasive, persuasive and perhaps, more basic standardizing in-rJ

fluence, task environment criticism. Criticism comes up from under

every rock, out from around every corner, and down from almost

every high place. For schools, it is like a prevailing wind;

though it may fluctuate, it rarely stops. For schools in transi-

tion, it can reach gale-like proportions.

Not only were criticisms expected, but some teachers feared

the worst. Indeed, certain faculty members seemed to feel guilty

about "changing the system" and reacted noticeably to the merest

hint of public displeasure. Then- too, as Hughes (1950 noted,

schools and teachers adhere to safe, agreed-qpon practices to

avoid the charge of having made mistakes. In schools as elsewhere,

service to clients is equated with following the proper procedure.

For schools in transition, agreement about what are safe proce-

dures is shaken until or unless criticism is felt and acted upon.

Standardization is at least an adaptation if not a solution to,

perhaps, the most severe implementation problem these schools

faced, fickle, unremitting, intense task environment criticisms.

Incorporation

Here we refer to the implementation stage when the school de-

cides it has achieved its goals and cuts back on its innovative

efforts. The period preceding incorporation has been called
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the "intensive half-life" of the innovation (Wolcott, forthcoming),

wherein great effort, vast amounts of time and considerable money

is poured into getting started. The "half-life" period also re-

presents a level of exertion which many staff members cannot or

will not sustain. Like the swimming champion who retires at the

age of 16, so these faculties seem to have become emotionally ex-

hausted and ready for a rest.

But more than just exhaustion, there are other mechanisms

which have the effect of reducing further innovative efforts.

Teachers admitted to impending boredom, a feeling that all the

excitement had drained away and no new worlds were left to con-

quer. In some schools when the powerful personalities who pro-

moted change and expended as well as stimulated great effort, the

"good" unit leaders or "super" principal, stepped down or moved

on, no adequate replacements were visible. Others did promotion

work for the innovation throughout the state.

Converts are called cn to join the mission rather than come
fully to grips with the meaning of their decision at home
(Wolcott, forthcoming).

Indeed, the greatest efforts of the R & D Center seem directed to

the start-up phases. These schools noted that they did 'not get

mu.h help after the first year.

Public relations took its toll. Streams of visitors poured

through the schools each year. Staff members were called in to

give testimony in regional meetings. The innovation became a con-

stant topic at monthly PTA meetings. After two years of effort,

some schools seemed ready to claim complete implementation. Public

1
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relations occasions became episodes where such claims were advanced.

Even in the face of criticism, the feeling of cull implementation

was enhanced. For example, in one PTA meeting the innovation be-

came the fall guy in the staff's defensive reaction to parent

critics. In arguing that MU was not for all students, the staff

conveyed two messages: obvious blunders such as misplaced child-

ren were the fault of the new system and not the staff, and the

innovation was set and could not be improved.

Otherwise, there was evidence that new unit members had dif-

ficult,/ in introducing chLnges they preferred or saw called for.

Privately, some new faculty claimed their novel ideas were not

welcome; that precedent, tradition and status in the unit and

schoo.L had been established along with a reluctance to adopt new

ideas.

In brief, after two years or so, we found a novt implemen-

tation problem, incorporation--that is ending implementation ef-

forts too soon.

The Resolution of Implementation Problems

As mentioned, accounts of problem resolutions cannot be dis-

cussed in detail. The prime reason has to do with the lack of

activity on the part of these schcols which might conceivably

qualify as solutions to problems. That is, there was little evi-

dence to indicate that problems had been solved by the application

of special techniques, logic, manipulation or by systematic treat-

ment. Moreover, although most problems received some attention
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solved.

A convenient way to deal with a problem is to dismiss or ig-

nore it. Personnel in these schools evoked both of these strate-

gies frequently, especially after attempted solutions had proven

fallacious. In regard to specific events related to the two major

implementation problems, increased work demands and task environ-

ment criticism, a number of corrective actions with short-term

pay-off were effectuated in response to almost every tiny, trouble-

some point in the myriad of related issues. The effects of these

reactions, called here, standardization and incorporation, can each

be visualized in two ways: (1) as the sum of responses to an ag-

gregated set of small changes and closely related troubles and (2)

as a grand scale problem resolution to a major implementation pro-

blem. Whatever, as one served to reduce variability by normali-

zing procedures and the other acted to inhibit continued implemen-

tation, each also can be thought of as a major implementation

problem.

Conclusions

Considering both the Charters and Pellegrin report (forth-

coming) and this paper, implementation problems appear to be re-

lated to three distinct sources: (1) the pre-existing (in)capabi-

lities of schools, (2) the vulnerability of new ideas and novel

practices in schools and (3) implementation progress. Roughly

speaking, the three major implementation problems which can be
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identifiedidentified by summing across the two papers, appear to be inde-

pendently linked to each source; the Charter-Pallegrin barriers

to the first, task environment criticism to the second and in-

creased work d.mands to the third.

Finally, if these four Multiunit Schools are dependable re-

presentatives of implementation, then the search for facilitators

to the implementation of collaborative staffing models must turn

to other factors than the resolution of these three major problems.

Prime candidates for future research focus are factors that oper-

ate such that the failure to resolve implementation problems does

not prevent implementation.
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